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Abstract
Laser scanning technologies has become an important tool in many engineering projects and
applications. The output of laser measuring is the point cloud, which is processed in a way that makes it
suitable for different applications. Processing of point cloud data is achieved through laser scanning
software packages. Depending on the field of application, these packages have many different kinds of
functions and methods that can be used. The main processing tasks used on a laser scanning software
package include registration, modelling and texture mapping. Investigation and comparison of two laser
scanning processing packages (Leica Cyclone and InnovMetric PolyWorks) are performed in this study.
The theoretical and mathematical backgrounds of the above functions are presented and discussed. The
available methods and functions used by each of the packages for these tasks are addressed and
discussed. By using sample data, these functions are trailed and their results are compared and analyzed.
The results from registration tests show the same results on both packages for the registration using
target methods. Although, the results of cloud-to-cloud registration show some deviation from target
registration results, they are more close to each other in both packages than to the target registration
results. This indicates the efficiency of cloud-to-cloud methods in averaging the total registration error
on all used points, unlike target registration methods.
The modelling tests show more differences in the accuracy of generated models between the two
packages. For both fitting and surface construction methods, PolyWorks showed better results and
capabilities for three-dimensional modelling. As a result, the advantages and disadvantages of each
package are presented in relation with the used task and methods, and a review of data exchange
abilities is presented.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Laser scanning technologies are becoming important tools in many engineering applications. With the
advantage of the amount of data that can be captured within a high accuracy and short time, laser
scanners are widely used in many engineering applications, for example in construction, industrial,
archaeology, historical studies and many other applications. Two types of laser range finders are used in
laser scanners, pulse and phase range finders. Pulse scanners use the time of flight between emitted and
received beam pulse, while the phase scanner computed ranges by measuring the difference in the wave
phase between emitted and received beam to find ranges. The laser scanner could be set on a stationary
station, or be mounted on a movable device. Depending on the application field, measured ranges vary
from centimetres to thousands of meters. The result will be a group of points with particular properties,
called point cloud. This point cloud will need a number of processing steps and treatments in which it
becomes suitable for using in any specific application.
Processing of point clouds is achieved through a software package in which specific results are obtained
from the scanned points. Nowadays, there is a wide range of 3D laser scanning processing software
packages, which use different methods and approaches in processing the scanned data. Depending on
the application type, the types of methods used vary between these packages. Some of these packages
are introduced by laser scanner manufactures to be used mainly with their device; normally these
packages are locked to the manufacture type of data format and have a limitation of using with data
from other devices. On the other hand, there are many packages, which are capable of processing data
from different sources. Moreover, some packages work on a specific part of the point cloud processing.
Functions and methods used by these different packages differ from package to package, where in most
cases the end user has less knowledge about the principles of these functions. Knowing the principles
and methods for any package will assist in carrying out of the scanning, processing the data and
producing results, in which the overall accuracy of the project will be improved. With the information
about each package capability, advantages and disadvantages, decision making about which package to
use for which type of application can also be assisted by studies that investigate these packages.

1.2 Related research
Many research works have been carried about these functions separately, where fields like
photogrammetry, computer vision and computer science have the main contribution on researches
done. However, a few studies were carried out on laser scanning processing software as an integrated
package. Geo-sensing engineering and mapping centre (GEM) at the University of Florida published a
study in which an overview of some LiDAR processing software. Although the report addressed much
software in the market, it was a general report that addresses only the used functions without tests or
theoretical explanations (Fernandez et al., 2007). As a part of their study on the standards and
specifications for using laser scanning in transport projects, the University of California evaluated a
number of laser processing software. They reported and addressed the capabilities of some processing
packages for the registration, modelling and data exchange, with guidance on choosing the suitable
software (Hiremagalu et al., 2007). In the report by Pflipsen (2006) at the University of Gävle, the data
processing functions for volume computations in Leica Cyclone and other software were compared for
computation carried out by total station. (Hedin & Klasén, 2003) investigated the accuracy of 3D CAD
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model produced from terrestrial laser scanner data in their study. By using the LFM software provided by
Z+F scanners, they focused about the modelling and CAD exporting functions and its accuracy.

1.3 Objective and limitation of the thesis
This study is intended to investigate laser scanning processing packages, by investigating and comparing
two processing packages. Explaining about function and methods used and evaluating test will be used
to assess their accuracy and their efficiency in engineering projects. The assessment will be done to find
their advantages and disadvantages, which functions need to be developed more, and the possibility of
making a combination between using them to arrive to the best result in the application project.
However, the study is not intended to recommend any software over the other.
As the processing software package consists of a wide range of functions and tools, and due to licensing
period limitation in one hand, and to personal reasons forced us to interrupt the study on the other
hand, not all available functions and methods are tested.
The used versions of processing packages in most parts of the study were Cyclone 6.0 and PolyWorks
v11. By the time of completing of the study, both package's versions were updated. Cyclone current
version on the market is Cyclone v7.2, while PolyWorks current version on the market is PolyWorks V12.
Both versions include many updates and improvements.

1.4 Thesis structure
The study starts by introducing the two packages that were used in the study. Their vendors and main
application field are addressed. Then the sample data that used to evaluate these packages is
introduced. The methods used for registration and modelling are explained and presented, and their
availability in each package was addressed.
Using the sampled data, evaluation tests were performed, and the results are reported. A discussion and
analysis for the test's results and other functions that were not used is presented. Finally, the study ends
with conclusions from the study and suggestion for any future work and developments, with the
specifications of applied modifications on the data are reported in appendices.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Review of packages and data used in the study
2.1.1 Cyclone
Cyclone is a 3D Point Cloud Processing Software form Leica Geosystems that is widely used for surveying,
construction and related terrestrial applications, mainly for processing data acquired using Leica
scanners. The software is the main interface used to control the scanning of Leica Geosystems scanners.
The used version of Cyclone in this study is Cyclone 6.0. However, some tests for gridding point cloud
were conducted using Cyclone 7.2. The software package is comprised of individual modules that are
integrated in one package that includes Cyclone-scan for controlling of scans. Cyclone-Register is a point
cloud registration module. Cyclone-Model is used for the modelling tasks.

2.1.2 PolyWorks
PolyWorks is a point cloud processing package from InnovMetric Inc. Canada. The software is mainly
used in industrial, manufacturing and reverse engineering applications. The used package in the study is
PolyWorks V11. The package comprises the following modules:
• IMAlign: Registration and aligning of point clouds.
• IMInspect: Measuring, comparison and fitting process.
• IMMerge: Merging and generation of polygonal meshes
• IMEdit: Editing and modifying of polygonal mesh as well as NURBS and free form curves
generation.
• IMCompress and IMTexture: are used for texturing and reducing of polygonal mesh.

2.1.3 Specification of used data
The data used in the study is a scanned data acquired by Leica HDS 2500 scanner. The point cloud data is
a scanning of V-Building at KTH campus shown in Figure 1Figure 1. The scanning was a part of a fieldwork
project carried out by the department students in April 2008. The area of the building is approx. 55x27
meter. The façade material consists of bricks, glass and steel. Although the whole building was scanned,
only two parts of scan are chosen for this work, scan (1) and scan (2).

Figure 1: V-building
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Scan (1)
This scan represents two sides of the building, and the surface area in front of the building was included.
Thus, the scanned points were distributed generally on three different planes. Because of the façade
material's type of the building, some internal objects were also acquired during the scan, besides some
surrounding trees and objects. The scan consists of 542902 scanned points, with the distances from the
scanner ranges from 3.190 to 131.394 meters. The intensity of the scanned points was in the range of
0.3823 to 0.6799. The scan is containing four black/white targets (1001, 1010, 1011, 1012) and one
spherical target (T1) all acquired during the scan process.
Scan (2)
This scan represents one side of the building, and the surface area in front of the building was included.
Moreover, because of the façade material's type of the building, some internal objects were acquired
during the scan, besides some objects. The scan consists of 736593 scanned points, with the distances
ranges from 3.160 to 35.832 meters. The intensity of the scanned points was in the range of 0.3828 to
0.6813. The scan is containing also four black/white targets (1002, 1010, 1011, 1012) and one spherical
target (T1) all acquired during the scan process.
To be able to use the scanned data in a common way by the two processing software, scan (1) and scan
(2) were converted to (PTX) format, as both processing software are compatible with this point cloud
format. This allows for the data to be imported and used in our two processing software with its colour,
intensity and geometrical shape, in the same way as the scan was carried out, since the scanner position
is also defined. PTX is used by Leica Cyclone, and it is well defined in PolyWorks with the PTX translator.
See Appendix (1) for the PTX data format.
These data were used in all tests applied to Cyclone and PolyWorks. However, for some tests, a
modification to the data was applied by changing intensity and colour value of some points. This was
used to allow the using of methods that needs a selection of points by picking. See Appendix (2).
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2.2 Registration and georeferencing
2.2.1 Registration Theory
Most objects are big enough to be scanned from one position, as obstacles may prevent scanning of
some sides, and so there is always a need to do different scans form distinct positions or viewpoints in
scanning projects. This will lead to a number of different scans of the object with different coordinate
systems, and these different scans are needed to set together in one scan with a common coordinate
system for the whole object.
The process of setting a common scan of an object from scans with different coordinate systems is
known as registration or aligning.
Registration is the process that involves the alignment of two or more point data sets in different
coordinate systems to each other, resulting into one coordinate system for both.
In the laser scanning systems, the process is achieved by transforming the coordinate system of one of
the points sets to the other point set coordinate system by applying specific translations and rotations in
means of rigid body transformations(six degrees of freedom), where the shape and size are
preserved(Scale factor is unity – orthogonal transformation).
Thus, in principle, registration is considered as coordinate transformation problem that involves
translations and rotations, and the problem is a sub group of the general affine coordinate
transformation, solved in the manner of similarity or rigid body transformation.
This coordinates transformation problem can be represented as a least square problem which is solved
by minimizing the square of error as in equation (2).

=
Ai RBi + T

ε2 =

n

∑
i =1

Ai − ( RBi + T )

…………… (1)
2

..…………. (2)

where A, B are coordinates of point sets in two different coordinate systems, R and T are rotation
matrix and translation vector, respectively.
In the Cartesian coordinate system, rotation in rigid body transformation is normally represented
through two ways:
Euler's angle rotation representation
Euler angels are rotation angles that applied to each axis to form the desired rotation successively.
By applying these angles on the coordinate system rotation axes X, Y and Z successively, the rotation
matrix R in (1) is parameterized by:


cos ry cos rz

R=
 − sin rx sin ry cos rz + cos rx sin rz
 cos rx sin ry cos rz + sin rx sin rz


cos ry sin rz
sin rx sin ry sin rz + cos rz cos rx
− cos rx sin ry sin rz + sin rx cos rz

where rx , ry , rz are the rotation angles about x, y, z axes, respectively.
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− sin rx cos ry  ……. (3)
cos rx cos ry 
− sin ry

Axis and angle rotation representation
Euler angles could suffer from gimbal lock problems when used for rotation representation; an
alternative way is to represent the rotation by defining a rotation angle around an arbitrary axis. This can
be achieved by using quaternion.
To represent a rotation by angel ( θ ) around vector [e1 e2 e3 ] , the rotation matrix R in (1) is
parameterized by using the unit quaternion [q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ] :

 q02 + q12 − q22 − q32

=
Rq  2(q1q2 + q0 q3 )
 2(q1q3 − q0 q2 )


2(q1q2 − q0 q3 )
q02 + q12 − q22 − q32
2(q2 q3 + q0 q1 )

2(q1q3 − q0 q2 ) 

2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 ) 
q02 + q12 − q22 − q32 

and q0 e=
=
=
θ /2) & q3 e1 cos (θ /2)
e2=
sin(θ /2), q2 e3sin(
1sin(θ /2), q1

……..…. (4)

…….…. (5)

The translation T is parameterized by the translation vector

[t1 t2

t3 ]

…....…. (6)

Different approaches are used for the computations of the transformation parameter; they vary
between iterative and closed-form solutions. These approaches mainly differ in the representation of
rotation and translation, and the used error minimizing criteria (Eggert et al., 1997).
Mostly, the closed-form solutions are preferred due to their stability. Different closed-form solutions are
proposed; mostly used methods are singular value decomposition (SVD) (Arun et al. 1987), orthogonal
rotation matrix by (Horn et al., 1988) and quaternion methods (Faugeras and Hebert, 1986) (Horn, 1987)
and (Akca, 2007).
In SVD method, the fact that the two points set has similar centroid is used. A correlation matrix is
computed between the two point sets using their centroid. The rotation matrix is obtained by getting the
singular value decomposition of this matrix, and the obtained rotation matrix is used to compute the
translations (Arun et al. 1987), (Umeyama, 1991) and (Kanatani, 1994).
Orthogonal matrix method is used by (Horn et al., 1988) in a method similar to SVD in using the centroid
to compute a correlation matrix. The rotation matrix is computed by using the eigenvalue and
eigenvectors (Eggert et al., 1997) (Horn et al., 1988).
Closed form solutions are generally superior to iterative methods, in terms of efficiency and robustness,
because the latter suffer from problems of not guaranteeing convergence, becoming trapped in local
minima of the error function and requiring a good starting estimate (Eggert et al., 1997). Thus, the closed
forms are preferred to calculate the transformations in the laser scanning software.
In terrestrial laser scanning software, there are two general methods used for registration; registration
using target and registration using features (cloud registration), both methods depends on the above
rotation and translation computations.
Registration using targets
In this method, identical points with known coordinates in the different point sets are used as
registration targets to find the transformations parameters. The computation uses anyone of the abovementioned methods, but mainly the closed forms are used.
Different types of targets can be used as registration targets; this includes points, spherical shape targets
and flat cross shape targets. Spherical targets have the advantage over other types, since they are
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unidirectional and can automatically be recognized by the scanner software from any direction
(Reshetyuk et al., 2005).
In general, any part of the scanned point cloud with known coordinates can be used, providing that it is
available and easy to recognize in both scans.
The matching of targets for the registration purpose can be described by one of the following conditions:
• Coincident matching
• Coplanar matching
• Collinear matching
The first condition can be applied to all types of targets, where the latter are only used with modelled or
extracted features of the point cloud, and require some variation in axes directions.
Usually spherical and cross-shaped targets are placed in the scanning scene prior to the scanning
process.
It is important for the registration algorithm to be able to identify and distinguish between these
registration targets. Some of them can use the target identity key (label) to match the identical targets
while in some others; there is a need to specify these targets prior to the scanning process. It is also
possible in most software to specify targets by manual on screen picking.
Some software allows for analysing the quality of targets by measuring statistics about them prior to
registration process.
Once the targets are specified, the transformation parameters are computed and applied to the other
point set.
Registration using cloud features
Other method for registration in laser scanning software is by using cloud features. The method is also
known as the cloud-to-cloud registration, where the features of point cloud are used to compute the
transformation parameters. By cloud features, we mean the point and shape features of scanned point
cloud, mainly the topology information and the geometry of the scanned points. This includes points,
lines and surfaces. Some of these methods use the intensity/colour information beside the geometrical
information. This features information is used to identify and calculate relationship between two point
clouds sets, which is used to compute the alignment between the two sets by minimizing the sum of
squared errors between these corresponding features.
In feature based methods, points or surface shapes are used as features, where their correspondence in
the other point set are searched and the distance between the points and their correspondence is
minimized with the least square resulting into the transformation parameters. The most known features
based method is the iterative closest point (ICP) developed by Besl and McKay (1992),Chen and Medioni
(1992) and Zhang (1994), which pairs each point in one cloud set to its closest point in the other set, and
the rigid body transformation is obtained by minimizing the distance between the sets. This procedure is
iterated until a convergence is achieved (Akca, 2007).
Surface matching methods are also known, where two surfaces are matched to each other and distance
between them is minimized with the least square criterion. The surface matching methods are based on
the iterative closest point (Reshetyuk, 2006).
Iterative closest point
The iterative corresponding point or better known as the iterative closest point is an effective method
used for registration point clouds.
In general, iterative closest point algorithm involves the following steps:
• Selecting of points.
• Finding and matching points to their corresponding ones.
7

•
•

Minimizing the distance arriving into the transformations.
Iterate the solution based on the computed values.

Mainly, the iterative closest point requires two conditions:
• Sufficient overlap with variant features between the point sets.
• Initial alignment between the points to run, which is normally achieved through tie points or
common features.
The transformation parameters in the iterative closest point are usually computed by using one of the
above-mentioned closed forms solutions (Akca, 2007). There are two factors affecting the efficiency of
the iterative closest point (Besl and McKay, 1992):
• There should be a valuable variation in the point cloud geometrical shape for the sets.
• There should be sufficient overlap between the two sets.
Many variants of the iterative closest point are developed since its introduction concerning its
robustness and speed. These developments mainly affect the algorithm in one or more of its abovementioned stages. Some developments are on the selection of points used by the algorithm or their
matching criteria while others on error minimizing criteria and transformation calculations (Rusinkiewicz
and Levoy 2001). The iterative closest point can be used with different types of geometrical
representations, including points, lines, curves and surfaces. Usually, a combination of the target based
and feature based methods is used to achieve the best registration results in laser scanning software.
In laser scanning software, the use of iterative closest point is always accompanied with tools to achieve
the pre-alignment step. This is done either manually through mouse orientation or by using target
points. Another method for registration in laser scanning is by using modelled features, which are
directly modelled or extracted from the point cloud. Depending on the type of the modelled feature, the
registration can be carried out either through target registration method or the iterative closest point
principle. A method of registration based on the same idea of iterative closest point is to use extracted
features as corresponding features. This may overcome the necessity for initial orientation and reduce
the searching stage to a small number of features (Oztireli and Basdogan, 2008).

2.2.2 Georeferencing
Georeferencing is the process of transforming the coordinate system of point set from an internal/local
coordinate system to an external/global one, and is used to link the local system used by the scanner to
the global reference system. In one way, georeferencing can be considered as registration to a global
frame, since the operation involves coordinate transformation in the same way as registration. The
difference is while registration involves at least two scans, georeferencing can be applied to one
scan. Two methods of georeferencing are available:
•

Direct georeferencing
Here for each scan, the local coordinate system is transformed directly to the global system by
using coordinate transformations. This can be achieved through two methods:



By using ground control points (GCP) to compute the global coordinates of some
scanned targets, and then the rigid body transformation can be used.
By using the scanner to directly georeferencing the scanned point. This option requires
the scanner to be equipped with optical plummet and a level bubble, allowing centring
over a known point and levelling (Scaioni 2005). The coordinate of the scanner can also
be obtained using total station or a mounted GPS (Reshetyuk 2009).
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•

Indirect georeferencing
Here all scans are to be registered to one scan by using common targets/features; and thereafter
transforming this final scan coordinates to the global system using ground control points. Such as
registration, indirect georeferencing require a certain amount of overlapping. In laser scanning
software, the georeferencing involves the transformation of coordinates between two systems,
and is regarded as a rigid body transforming achieved through closed forms.

2.2.3 Registration methods used by the software
2.2.3.1 Registration in Cyclone

Cyclone registration methods are based on the rigid body transformation where the parameter
estimation is done according to [equation 1, 2] and is achieved through a closed-form solution. The
representation used by Cyclone for the rotation is similar to one suggested by Horn (1987) which
represents the rotation through axis and angle using unit quaternion and its multiplication to compute
the rotation matrix.
Cyclone offers two methods of registration of point cloud sets:
First: Matching targets/reference points
This is a target-based registration, where targets in the scans with known coordinates are used for the
registration. Cyclone uses the term constraint to refer to points or objects used for registration. The
software uses these constraints to compute the transformation parameters by matching them to each
other. Thus, a minimum of three points is required with a good distribution.
These targets could be of any type of scanned targets (point, sphere), or could be modelled targets
created from the point cloud. It is also possible to make picks in the point cloud and use these clouds
picks as targets.
Two different methods can be used in Cyclone for specifying the registration targets:
• Automatic constraint matching:
Constraints are specified automatically in Cyclone. During the scan process, these targets are
acquired and stored. Cyclone acquires the local coordinate of these targets according to the
scanner position, where they are stored with their local coordinates and labels. An alternative
option is to import the targets to the scan as control points. Points stored in ASCII file can be
imported with their labels. Cyclone can find the targets automatically by searching for scanned
targets if they were recorded as a constraint. A validation is carried out on these targets
concerning their relative positioning. A predefined tolerance for limiting the targets matching
can be specified, and Cyclone will notify in the case of inconsistence or mislabelling.
• Manual matching of constraints:
An alternative way for using registration targets is to match them manually, and here the target
is not necessary to be point; it can be a sphere, a plane or any other pre-modelled target. The
target is to be picked and by using the Add Constraint command, the target is added and marked
as a registration constraint. This is done on a split view screen allowing the user for the best
picking and comparing.
As for the registration requirement, one of the scans should be fixed (set as a home scan), allowing for
the transformation of the other. The user decides which one is the base for the registration, or Cyclone
will assign the first one as a base.
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Second: cloud-cloud registration
Cyclone uses the method of iterative closest point to register point clouds based on the cloud's features.
Either this can be done by using the cloud constraint wizard or if there is a pre-alignment, through the
auto-add cloud constraint. As the iterative closest point algorithm requires a pre alignment of the clouds,
the mouse is used in a split view screen to pick identical points in the two set. A minimum number of
three picks is required. The distance between the picked points should not exceed a specific threshold
defined by the user for the algorithm to run successfully.
In Cyclone cloud-to-cloud registration, the user can define the algorithm searching and convergence
criteria, and it is a possible of set weights for the constraints created according to the user preference.
A pre-registration can be used by the cloud registration as an initial guess for the alignment.
The processing of constraint added through the cloud-cloud is different from the same constraint add
through the target registration. In the cloud-cloud method, targets are used to estimate the initial
alignment between the scans and the overlapping area, and then the algorithm starts to minimize the
distances between points within this overlapping area, hence the registration error is distributed all over
the overlap area. While in the target registration, only the selected constraints are used to align the
scans, and their alignment error is applied to the all other points.
The cloud-cloud registration in Cyclone is piecewise registration; hence, the quality of the registration
between two clouds is not affected by the sequence registration of the following clouds.

2.2.3.2 Registration in PolyWorks

PolyWorks, use the Euler angle representation in the rotation matrix for the user interface. Similar to
Cyclone, registration (alignment) in PolyWorks is achieved through two general methods; target based
and cloud based method, where the main module for registration in PolyWorks is IMAlign. In IMAlign, all
input points are converted to the so-called 3D image that is a mesh generated from the imported points
by interpolation and projecting onto a 2D parametric grid.
In general, IMAlign uses the cloud-based methods for surface matching in the principles of the iterative
closest point.

IMAlign Registration

IMAlign offers different methods for registration that can be generalized in two methods:
Registration using targets (control points)
Reference point can be imported and assigned to the imported point clouds. No point identical labelling
is required as PW re-label them and compute the geometrical relation between them in the set to match
them with their corresponding point in the other set. One cloud should be set as a base for the
registration (lock). A threshold for the target matching can be set, and the software notifies the user if
the point matching exceeds this threshold.
The reference point imported separately and can be attached to the point cloud either as local or global
reference point.
The software computes the transformation parameters and applies them to point clouds.
Registration using Cloud features
The cloud features method in PolyWorks relies on the principles of iterative surface matching. The
algorithm uses a linear least square to compute the transformation parameters. However, the algorithm
is more flexible, since the registration is done in a sequential way that will minimize the registration error
among all registered clouds. The transformation parameters are first computed between two clouds, and
as long as new clouds are added, the whole transformations between all added clouds are updated
according to the primary fixed cloud coordinate system.
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As it relays on the iterative closest point principles, the algorithm requires initial approximations of the
alignment between the 3D surface images, which mean the clouds, should be pre-aligned to each other
in a way that the algorithm can minimize the distance between the surfaces. Unlike Cyclone, PolyWorks
offers more options to achieve this pre-alignment:
Manual alignment of the clouds
Here the clouds/images are to be aligned using the mouse with free rotation and moving abilities
allowing for a six degree of freedom for the point sets with the ability of over imposing view. This manual
alignment can also be done using slider bars, where the program applies these movements as the
transformation's parameters. This method depends on a visual viewing of the point sets, and it is an
approximate method, used prior to the best-fit alignment.
PolyWorks also offer the possibility of applying discrete values of rotations and translations to the scans;
here the alignment values are to be entered directly in terms of translations and rotation angles around
the three axes.
Point pairs matching
The software gives the option of aligning point sets by matching common points between the two cloud
sets. These points are used to align the clouds approximately, providing a pre-alignment for the best-fit
algorithm. The pairing of the point is done by using the mouse where PolyWorks offers two alternatives
for point pairs matching:
One point matching
The one point matching is a method that combines the point pairing and the best-fit algorithm. In a split
view, the user select one point and its correspondent in the other image, the best-fit algorithm is
invoked. The best-fit algorithm starts on minimizing the distance between the images according to the
orientation provided by the one point pick. This method is a quick method that can be used on for
aligning images, with some consideration about the general shape of the points, and the location of
picked point.
N points pairing
The user selects a number of corresponding points in the two sets. These points are to be used by
PolyWorks to compute the six aligning parameters, thus a minimum of three points is required for the
algorithm to run. This method is a coordinate transforming method, where picked points are used to
compute the rigid body transformation. Therefore, a selection of the point location should be in a well
geometrical shape.
Automatic alignment tool
This is a fully automated registration tool accessed through the split view tab, only the parameters
specification is required. For the method to be active, the point cloud to be aligned should consist of only
one cloud. No sub clouds are allowed.

Primitives matching (IMInspect Module)
PolyWorks offers the ability of using some types of objects to align an object data to a reference, where
extracted primitives can be used in the alignment process. Here the software use the extracted features
mathematical properties to best fit the two primitives to each other, with the using of three methods:
• N Pairs of Centre Points:
For any primitives, their centre point coordinates is used to compute the transformation
parameters. A minimum of three objects are required.
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•
•

Two Planes, two Axes, and two Centre Points
Three Pairs of perpendicular Planes

2.2.4 Registration testing tasks
2.2.4.1 Registration using targets:
Cyclone:

Scan (1) and scan (2) were imported into Cyclone in the PTX file format. The target coordinates were
imported separately from a text file for each scan. The two point's sets were imported into Cyclone as
PTX files and the target points were imported.
By using the Auto-Add Constraint command, the registration targets were added to the registration
scene using their labels and the point matching is carried for them. Matching tolerance was set to (0.009)
meter. Only four common targets (T1, 1010, 1011, 1012) were used in this registration, with all having
the same weight.
The registration was achieved with scan (1) as fixed and scan (2) coordinates were transformed
successfully. Targets matching results are shown in Table 1.

PolyWorks (IMAlign):

Scan (1) and scan (2) were imported into PolyWorks IMAlign module as PTX files. Since the PTX format is
defined in PolyWorks, the two sets were imported as organized point clouds.
The registration/alignment targets (reference point in PolyWorks) were imported from the text file for
each point image with their labelling as 3D Image Reference Points. The matching tolerance was set to
(0.009) meter as the one used in Cyclone. Matching results are shown in Table 1.
By using Auto-Match Reference Points command, the registration/alignment is achieved and scan (2)
system transformed to scan (1) coordinates system.
Table 1: Target matching in Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign
Total
Error Vector/Deviation (m)
Target
Distance before
Error(m)
ID
matching(m)
X
Y
Z
Cyclone
T1
10.7400
0.0053
-0.0001
-0.0048
-0.0024
IMAlign
T1
10.7400
0.0053
0.0001
0.0048
0.0024
Cyclone
1010
9.2641
0.0020
-0.0006
0.0006
0.0018
IMAlign
1010
9.2641
0.0020
0.0006
-0.0006
-0.0018
Cyclone
1011
9.2047
0.0022
0.0002
0.0013
-0.0018
IMAlign
1011
9.2047
0.0022
-0.0002
-0.0013
0.0018
Cyclone
1012
10.6876
0.0037
0.0004
0.0029
0.0023
IMAlign
1012
10.6876
0.0037
-0.0004
-0.0029
-0.0023
Cyclone Mean Absolute/Deviation Error(m)
0.0033
IMAlign Mean absolute/Deviation Error(m)
0.0033

The registration using targets in Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign shows same results for the
transformation parameters. The only difference is that the rotation is represented in axis and rotation
form using quaternion in Cyclone while it is represented with the Euler angles in PolyWorks.
Table 2 shows a comparison between the results converted to both rotation representations.
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Table 2: Transformation parameters of registration with targets-Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign

Cyclone
IMAlign

x
23.6938
23.6938

Cyclone
IMAlign

x
-8.519917
-8.519916

Cyclone
IMAlign

x
-0.0520
-0.0520

Translation/Shifts(m)
y
z
-1.3574
-10.1960
-1.3574
-10.1960
Rotations-Euler(° )
y
z
51.113261
-11.691369
51.113258
-11.691369
Rotation(Axis and angle)
y
z
Angle(° )
0.9893
-0.1360
52.141432
0.9893
-0.1360
52.141432

2.2.4.2 Registration using selected points:

This test was carried out using scans with modified intensity values, scan (1)-mod and scan (2)-mod. In
the test, the following functions in Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign were used:
• Add Constraint in Cyclone.
• N Point Pairs in IMAlign.
These two functions apply the registration by selecting pairs of points in the two scans and compute the
transformations between them. Thus, they are coordinate transformation methods, which need at least
three points to be involved.
Cyclone
In Cyclone, scan (1)-mod and scan (2) mod were added, and registration is started by selecting the points
with high intensity values. By using the view mode (colour from scanner), these points were easy to be
identified and selected with Add Constraint command. These selected points on scan (1)-mod and scan
(2)-mod are shown in Figure 2. The points were used, and the registration was carried out. Figure 3
shows results of scan (1)-mod and scans (2)-mod registration.

Figure 2: Points with modified intensity selection in Cyclone Add Constraint registration
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Figure 3: Registered scan (1)-mod and scan (2)-mod by Add Constraint-Cyclone

Table 3 shows the error vectors of the used constraint in Cyclone, and Table 5 shows the registration
results compared with PolyWorks IMAlign test.

ID
1
2
3

Table 3: Errors of points used by Cyclone Add Constraint
Error Vector(m)
Error(m)
Error(m)
X
Y
Z
Horizontal
Vertical
0.009
0.004
0.007
-0.004
0.008
-0.004
0.012
-0.008
-0.007
0.006
0.010
0.006
0.004
0.004
-0.001
-0.002
0.004
-0.002

PolyWorks IMAlign
Scan (1)-mod and scan (2)-mod were imported into IMAlign. The importing parameters are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4: Interpolation parameters for IMAlign N point alignment
Scan(1)-mod
Scan(2)-mod
No. of interpolated points
1849186
1703436
Interpolation step(m)
0.0035
0.0031
Max angle(° )
85.00
85.00
Max edge length(m)
1000.0
1000.0

As mentioned earlier, PolyWorks IMAlign processes the input point cloud in a way that converts it to the
so-called 3D images, by interpolating and mapping input point cloud onto a square grid. Because of this
interpolation, the points with modified intensity are not imported into IMAlign as single points, instead
each point has been interpolated, and its intensity value was distributed on the surrounding grid points.
By considering the interpolation step value, a picked point was chosen on the interpolated point cloud,
in a location that is located in the middle of the interpolated points. This method will not give the
accurate location of the modified points, but it has been found to be the only way to overcome this
problem. Figure 4 shows the location of the picked points within the interpolated points for scan (1).
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Figure 4: Picked points with the interpolated points in red colour-IMAlign N points alignment

After selecting the locations for the three picked points, the alignment was invoked, and completed.
Figure 5 shows the result of the registration and the registration results compared with Cyclone Add
Constraint registration are in Table 5

Figure 5: N points alignment results in PolyWorks IMAlign.

Table 5: Cyclone Add constraint registration and PolyWorks IMAlign N points alignment Results.

Cyclone
PW

Cyclone
PW

Cyclone
PW

Translation/Shifts(m)
X
Y
Z
23.6930
-1.3920
-10.1789
23.6948
-1.3890
-10.1831
Rotation-Euler angle(° )
X
Y
Z
-8.143827
51.156863
-11.383365
-8.147610
51.169916
-11.378491
Rotation/Axis-angle
X
Y
Z
-0.0479
0.9899
-0.1337
-0.0479
0.9899
-0.1335
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Angle(° )
52.122962
52.135053

2.2.4.3 Registration using cloud features methods

In this test, the aim was to evaluate the cloud/cloud registration functions that use the iterative closest
point principles in Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign. All functions require an approximate alignment
between the point clouds to achieve good results. This approximate or pre alignment can be provided
either manually through picking identical points, or through a previous alignment.

Cloud registration using approximate alignment provided interactively:

In these tests, the approximate alignment was provided interactively using the mouse operation by
picking identical points in the two sets, and then the iterative algorithm was invoked. The following
methods were used in both packages:
• Cloud/cloud registration wizard in Cyclone
• Manual and one-point pair alignment in PolyWorks IMAlign
Cyclone
Scan (1)-mod and scan (2)-mod were used, where points with high-intensity values were picked to
provide approximate alignment of the clouds. As scan (1) is the home scan, the registration was
achieved. Table 6 and
Table 7 show the used registration parameters and the registration results respectively.
Table 6: Cloud/cloud constraint registration parameters
Max searching distance(m)
0.1000
Max iteration No.
100
Convergence(m)
1.0 × 10−06
Initial alignment
Use current alignment

Iterations
No.
40

Table 7: Cloud/cloud constraint registration results
Objective function error(sqm)
Errors(m)
Before
After
RMS
Minimum
Maximum
Average
−5
−31
−07
0.0119
0.0960
0.0062
4.4 × 10
7.9 × 10
5.95 × 10
Overlap centre point(m)
y
z
0.8961
-20.3108
Translation(m)
y
z
-1.4094
-10.1750
Rotation – Axis/Angle
y
z
Angle(° )
0.9895
-0.1366
52.115753
Rotation - Euler Angles(° ) (converted)
y
z
51.117168
-11.582299

Overlap
point No.
101466

x
4.4875
x
23.6865
x
-0.0477
x
-8.227814

PolyWorks IMAlign One point alignment
This method in PolyWorks IMAlign, use the one-point pair to arrive to the initial alignment and then
invoke the Best-fit algorithm. The selection of point pairing will apply a translation to points, which
followed by the best-fit algorithm. Since the one point pair may not give the six degree of freedom, it
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was used by applying manual transformations first, by using mouse-based rotations and translations on
the split-view alignment mode.
Scan (1)-mod and scan (2)-mod were used in this test. Parameters in Table 6 were used on the best-fit
algorithm and the alignment was achieved with the results in
Table 8 and Figure 6.
Table 8: IMAlign-One point pair alignment
Iterations
Standard
Convergence(m)
No.
Deviation(m)
4
0.0043
4.4 × 10−7
Translation(m)
x
y
z
23.7055
-1.4124
-10.1845
Rotation - Euler Angles(° )
x
y
z
-8.248420
51.110497
-11.612191
Rotation - Axis/Angle(converted)
x
y
z
-0.0479
0.9894
-0.1370

Angle(° )
52.114425

Figure 6: One Point pair alignment histogram- PolyWorks IMAlign

Cloud registration using approximate alignment provided by a previous registration.

Here a pre alignment was used. The alignment resulting from the Auto matching reference point method
was used as a pre-alignment, since it is the same for both methods (Target registration gives the same
values).
This test was chosen to allow a comparison with Cyclone and PolyWorks IMAlign iterative registration
functions, and their distribution of error over the whole points. Two tests were performed, Best-fit
alignment in PolyWorks IMAlign and Auto Add cloud constraint in Cyclone.
Cyclone
A copy of the target registration project was opened, and the targets were added to provide the initial
alignment. Weights for the constraints were set to zero and the auto-add cloud constraint was invoked,
with same parameters in Table 6.
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After obtaining the pre-alignment, target constraints were removed, and the registration was applied.
Table 9 shows registration results, and registration error histogram is shown in Figure 7.
Table 9: Cyclone Auto-Add cloud constraint with target registration as initial alignment
Objective function error(sqm)
Errors(m)
Iterations
Overlap
No.
point No.
Before
After
RMS
Minimum
Maximum Average
−
5
−
28
06
−
16
102800
0.0973
0.0069
0.0134
4.9 × 10
1.0 × 10
4.6 × 10
Overlap centre point(m)
x
y
z
4.4235
0.9441
-20.2581
Translation(m)
x
y
z
23.6954
-1.4141
-10.1790
Rotation - Axis/Angle
x
y
z
Angle(° )
-0.0477
0.9894
-0.1370
52.113185
Rotation - Euler Angles(° ) (converted)
x
y
z
-8.241699
51.109402
-11.613154

Figure 7: Auto-Add cloud constraint alignment histogram- Cyclone

PolyWorks IMAlign
A copy of the Auto-match reference point registration was used, and the best-fit alignment was invoked
with no constraints. Same parameters used as in Table 6, and Table 10 shows results from the best-fit
alignment, and Figure 8 shows the alignment histogram.
Iterations
No.
4
x
23.7036
x

Table 10: PolyWorks IMAlign best-fit alignment results
Standard.
Convergence(m)
Deviation(m)
0.0040
4.2 × 10−7
Translation(m)
y
z
-1.4111
-10.1836
Rotation - Euler Angles(° )
y
z
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-8.248886
x
-0.0479

51.111121
Rotation - Axis/Angle(converted)
y
0.9894

-11.609028
z
-0.1369

Angle(° )
52.114613

Figure 8: Best-fit results histogram- PolyWorks IMAlign

Other alignment methods in PolyWorks IMAlign
The user can apply a manual translation and rotations to point clouds by using slider or mouse tool. This
is approximate alignment that can be used further by the best-fit algorithm through one point pair or
independently. It is also possible to apply a transformation directly by entering rotations and translations
numerically. IMAlign furthermore, can perform an automatic alignment without guidance from the user
in split view mode; it depends on the same iterative distance minimizing between surfaces. Because this
test requires 3D images (clouds) to be single not composite, and because IMAlign uses our data as
composite 3D images (the 3D image is composed of a number of sub-images), the test could not be
applied to the data.

2.3 Modelling, mesh and surface generation
2.3.1 General Theory
In laser scanning software, 3D modelling is the process of obtaining a digital mathematical
representation of an object in three dimensions. This representation is used in the computer
environment for the visualization, measuring, manipulating, documentation and processing purposes, in
a way that satisfies the engineering need.
Three-dimensional modelling is known in some literature as geometric modelling, and has its roots back
into the 1960s and 1970s. A lot of developments from different fields of applications contribute to 3D
modelling such as engineering and product design, computer-aided manufacturing, electronic and
medical prototype, computer vision, computer graphics as well as robotic and motion planning
(Hoffmann, 1989).
In general, we can distinguish between two types of 3D modelling; surface modelling and solid modelling
(which appear as geometric modelling in literature). In surface or algebraic modelling, surfaces are
represented explicitly, while the interior of the object is implicit. On the other hand, solid modelling
represents both the exterior and interior explicitly. Although they have been developed separately, there
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is always a relation between them, and they continue to share some common aspects as they admit the
same problem.

2.3.1.1 Surface modelling (Algebraic modelling)
In surface modelling, objects are represented through their outer surface; where the surface is
represented explicitly, and the interior is implicit. Hence, the aim is to build a mathematical
representation that well describes the object outer surface parameters in the R³ space. Alternatively, in
another way, it concerns the definition of equation that can be used to best describe the object surface.
Different types of mathematical representation are used to describe surfaces of objects. Mainly,
parametric, implicit and explicit representations are the first and more used ones, but other types of
representation are available and widely used.

Parametric representations
In a simple parametric representation, as for a plane representation shown in Figure 9, points on the
surface are described by a parametric function with a separate function for each point entity or
coordinate.
For each point p on the surface S , a function p = f (u, v ) is used in the description, where each
coordinates entity is parameterized using these (u & v ) parameters.
x = f (u, v )
y = f (u, v )
z = f (u, v )

……………. (7)

These parameters (u, v ) are normally chosen so that ( 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1 ) for the described surface S

Figure 9: Parametric representation of a plane

One advantage of parametric surface representation is the axis independently, which allow free
transformation. This allows the parametric representation to be mainly used by most of computer-aided
design (CAD) systems, since it allows for direct generation of points in the surface. It is also ideal for
generating polygonal surfaces that approximating the mathematical surface. One drawback is it is
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difficult sometimes to find a suitable parameterization for some shapes in fitting process (Söderkvist,
1999) (Shah, 2006).

Implicit representations
In the implicit representation, the surface is represented as the level set of a function f ( x, y , z ) . This
function is usually defined in a way that the surface equals the zero set of the function, as in Figure 10.

f ( x, y , z ) = 0

……………. (8)

Implicit surfaces implying that a point p will be on the surface if the relation f ( x, y , z ) = 0 holds.
Thus, the implicit fitting methods tries to find a smooth function that passes through all points. This
makes the implicit representing good method for determining if a point lies on the surface or not, but it
does not give any explicit rule for generating such a point. Implicit representation is widely used in the
volumetric method for construction surfaces triangles (Shah, 2006) (Söderkvist, 1999).

Figure 10: Implicit representation of a plane

Explicit representations
In explicit representation for surfaces, the coordinate of a point is described as a function of other
coordinate entity.

z = f ( x, y )

……………. (9)

To represent a surface in this way, for each ( x, y ) point coordinate of the surface, there should be a
single z value. This makes the explicit representation unsuitable to describe some objects (Shah, 2006).

Grid representation
The grid representation is a discrete version of explicit surface, where in a 2D grid, as in Figure 11; each
( x, y ) point of the grid is associated with a z value. The grid representation is easy to compute, which
makes it a good representation for primary need. However, since it needs an interpolation for point
between the grid points, it is an approximate representation and cannot be used for representing precise
models unless the grid is too dense, which will have effect on memory usage.
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Figure 11: Rectangular grid representation

Mesh representation (polygonal)
In this representation, 3D points coordinates are used with a structure that specifies how these points
connected to each other. Thus, the mesh is a collection of vertices, edges and polygonal faces that
approximate the objects surface, Figure 12. The most-used face types for the polygonal shape are
triangles, but other polygonal shapes can be used.

Figure 12: Polygonal mesh representation

The mesh structure that used to describe how points connected to each other can be different in many
ways, and can be summarized in the following structures:
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•

•

•

Vertex-vertex
In this structure, only vertices are addressed explicitly, while edges and faces are implicit. For
each vertex, the adjacent vertices in the same face are listed. Vertex-vertex structure is a simple
representation, especially on memory usage (Smith, 2006) (Rossignac, 1994).
Vertex-Face
In vertex-face structure, faces and vertices are represented explicitly. For each face, its vertices
are listed.
Adjacency lists
This structure lists all the adjacency relation of faces, edges and vertices. Different structures are
available in which part of or all of adjacency is represented explicitly. Examples are the famous
Winged-edge and Half-edge structures. These structures provide a great flexibility for the
dynamic modelling, especially with the geometry changing.

Mesh representations are popular and much used with surfaces with a complex topology and dynamical
change. In laser scanning software, these mesh representations are usually achieved through
triangulation techniques.

Subdivision surface representation
Subdivision representation consists of a coarse polygonal mesh and specific rule to refine it. The
refinement process is carried out iteratively by refining the topology and smoothness of the mesh by
introducing and modifying the positions of vertices. Normally, this process is done through two rules,
one for the topology refinement (inserting new vertices) and the other for geometry smoothing
(positions control) (Hussain, 2009). The most-used data structure is the winged-edge or a variation from
it.
Subdivision methods become very useful for representing big, complex and smooth surfaces, especially
when a high rendering speed is required. Subdivision representations use different schemes for the
refinement process (Ma, 2005) (Peters and Reif, 2008).
All surface representations can be interpolated or approximated. Interpolated representations are used
when precise models are required and all points are used. While in the approximated representation
method, not all points are used.

Free-form surfaces
Allowing for a higher degree of smooth representation of complex surfaces, free-form surfaces are used.
By using a parametric piecewise polynomial function; curved surface can be represented through a
network of curves, where surfaces are generated by applying a tensor product operation on the curves,
from where came the name, tensor product surface. Cubic spline is defined by ending control points and
intermediate control points that the curve passes through; each control point has a tangent vector,
Figure 13-a. A more flexible spline is the Bezier curve, which defined by two ending points and
intermediate control points with vector magnitude. The location and vector magnitude of the control
points forms the curve shape, but it does not pass through them, Figure 13-b. A generalization of the
Bezier curve is B-spline, where internal knots are introduced. The form of the internal knots determines
the type of the B-spline (uniform/non-uniform) Figure 13-c. A Nurbs (non-uniform rational B-spline)
curve is B-spline with weights introduced for the internal control points. By using these weights, the
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internal control points will have more/less influence on the curve, which allow for more smoothness and
flexibility, Figure 13-d.

Figure 13: Free form curves

Depending on the used type of curves, surface patches can be generated by connecting at least three
curves together.
Surface objects are normally generated by connecting a number of surfaces patches together, where the
smoothness is determined by the degree of connectivity between curves/patches. This connectivity is
defined in terms of geometrical continuity with three degrees as in Figure 14:
•

G 0 Positional continuity is achieved when end control points only have the same positions.

•

G1 Tangential continuity is achieved when end control points have the same positions, and
tangent vectors have the same direction.

•

G 2 Curvature continuity is achieved when end control points have the same positions, and
tangent vectors are matching with each other, thus the same curvature.

Figure 14: Geometrical continuity
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2.3.1.2 Solid modelling (volumetric modelling)
In solid modelling, the representation is intended to define the interior and exterior of the object in the
3D space. Since part of this representation concerns the exterior of the object, a relation between solid
and surface modelling could be observed. In fact, some of the solid modelling representations can be
considered as surface modelling accompanied with rules specifying the interior implicitly or explicitly.
Solid modelling has many different representation schemes (Stroud, 2006) (Hoffmann, 1989).

Cell Decomposition
In cell decomposition schemes, the space containing the object is partitioned into non-overlapping unitsized-elements and the object is represented by a collection of the elements that intersects with it. The
most-used technique is the octree as in Figure 15, where objects are represented as trees of elements.
Each element is classed as being full of material, partially filled or empty. Partially filled elements are
subdivided, and the smaller elements are again classified as filled, partially filled, or empty. The elements
are always subdivided into eight (octane) smaller elements (Stroud, 2006).

Figure 15: Volumetric cell decomposition using octree

Set-theoretic representations
By using a set of geometric primitives as in the constructive solid geometry (CSG) method, the object is
represented by a point set of primitives combined with Boolean operators (Add, subtract, Union) that
can be used to create more complex objects. The method has the advantage that the models are
mathematically correct, and operations such as mass calculation and shaded image generation are easier
than boundary representation. However, the single method modelling technique is restrictive and can be
clumsy to use, especially for making small changes to models, which is a common need for incremental
design (Stroud, 2006).

General Sweeping
In general sweeping, solid objects can be created by sweeping or extruding an object along a general
curve. The simple form of sweeping is described by extending the object faces by moving the vertices at
the edges and adding/extending the edges as in Figure 16. (Stroud, 2006)
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Figure 16: Sweeping of plane

Boundary representation (B-Rep)
The boundary representation is intended to represent objects in terms of their surface. The surface is
divided up into surface portions or faces. The faces are surrounded by sequences of edges, which are
portions of curves between two adjacent surface portions. Edges or curve portions are delimited by
vertices, which are also located where several faces meet (Stroud, 2006). These faces could be polygonal
shapes or patches or any other surfaces. Thus, the boundary representation is describing the object
focusing into its boundary not its volume/mass, uses geometric and topological entities, and can be
considered as advanced surface representation.
Another type of modelling representations is wireframe representation. Wireframe is considered as a
simple version of the B-rep developed during the early days of solid modelling developments. In
wireframe representation, the object is represented through vertices and edges. The representation is
easy to build, manipulate, and use less memory in a way that made it ideal for the primary modelling and
viewing purposes.
Due to the nature of the point cloud and the laser scanning methodology of reflecting laser from objects,
boundary and surface representation became the most suitable representation used by laser scanning
software, where the main target is to build a shape that best describes the outer surface of objects. Most
software uses different representations that are achieved through converters allowing them to
manipulate different types of models. Cell decomposition methods are also popular, especially among
the automated methods for constructing the whole cloud as a mesh network.
For both methods, surfaces/faces are used to describe the outer surface of the object, where this surface
is to be clipped, adjusted and modified to arrive to the final desired 3D model. Surface construction
methods differ in their strategy and the way they represent surfaces, hence the choosing of the surface
representation has a major role on the constructing algorithm.
The need of producing a 3D model from the point cloud instead of using the point cloud itself arise from
many benefits of using the 3D models for the visualization, measuring, manipulation and documentation
purposes over point cloud data.
As mentioned by Shah (2006), the following reasons can be given as advantages of using 3D models over
raw point cloud data:
•
•

The limitation of a complete coverage by point clouds (Occlusion).
High degree of compression in 3D models comparing to thousands of points cloud.
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•
•

Integration problems might arise when introducing the point cloud representation rather than
the well-known computer-aided design (CAD) workflow in most engineering systems.
A 3D model averages out the effect of noise in the point cloud data.

Due to the need to produce 3D models for computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), most
software have the ability to produce solid models, either by modelling algorithms or by converting tools.

2.3.2 Methodology for producing 3D models in laser scanning software
In laser scanning software, the aim is to produce a 3D model that represents a real object. This can be
achieved through three general methods, which are normally used to achieve the 3D desired model;
inserting primitives, fitting and constructing surfaces.
We can consider inserting primitive works without the object points, fitting works on parts of the object
points and constructing works object points.

2.3.2.1 Inserting primitives
In this method, pre-defined 3D objects are to be inserted or created directly by the user in the 3D scene
by specifying the mathematical parameters that describe the position, size and orientation of the object.
Depending on the software modelling scheme, these primitives could be in solid or surface forms.
This is an auxiliary method used to accelerate or assist the modelling process by introducing simple
shapes. These shapes can be used to generate shapes that are more complex and refine the modelling
process. These pre-defined primitives may differ from software to other and depends on the application
field of the software. The most used pre-defined primitives are planes, spheres, boxes, cylinders, but a
higher order quadrics can be used. Some software uses an additional standard table for some industrial
parts and engineering objects to constrain the dimensions to standard values. Figure 17 shows some of
the commonly used ones.

Figure 17: Pre-defined primitives
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2.3.2.2 Fitting
Fitting techniques are used to find a surface that best describes the points set. These methods are used
to fit different types of shapes to certain points of the point cloud as in Figure 18, from simple primitives
to smooth surface patches. The technique is mainly used on parts of the point cloud that are topology
related, to modify or produce models from the data points. Surface fitting problem is largely related to
the segmentation problem (Várady et al., 1997).
The fitting problem can be considered as optimization problem, where a search for parameters that
leads to the best agreement between the fitted surface and the points cloud is conducted. This
agreement is normally described as a distance measure.
The most used method is the least square method, where the sum of the squared distances between the
fitted (surface/curve) and the data points is minimized. Therefore, the fitting problem is considered as a
linear/nonlinear least square problem depending on the estimated model and the strategy for the
distance measure. The surface representation defines the formulation of the solution equation.

Figure 18: Fitting of planar patches to a point set

Different distance measures can be used; where algebraic distance and orthogonal distance are the
most-used ones.
Algebraic Distance
This distance measure can only be defined for implicit surfaces where it holds for points only on surface.
While for points that are not on the surface, the value of the surface function is related to the algebraic
distance in a way that depends on the surface type (Shah, 2006). For a plane, the algebraic distance is
the vertical distance of the given point to the fitted plane (Shah, 2006), while in the case of sphere can
be interpreted as the annulus area between the middle section of the fitted sphere and the concentric
circle passing through the given point (Ahn, 2005).
Algebraic distance is resulting into linear system that can be solved in a closed form. Despite its easy
approach, the Least square fitting through algebraic distance gives poor results and sometimes leads to
inconsistence fitting results (changes in the shape and rotation) especially when applied to points
sampled from vertical objects. The algebraic distance fitting can be applied to features up to the second
order (lines, plane, sphere, conic, quadric surfaces…etc.) while it is very difficult to be applied to general
implicit curves and surface (Ahn, 2005).
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The algebraic distance methods are normally used as a primary and approximating technique (Shah,
2006) (Ahn, 2005).
Orthogonal Distance
Orthogonal (geometrical or Euclidean) distance is defined by the shortest distance between any
measured point and the fitted surface, Figure 19. Unlike the algebraic distance, computing of the
orthogonal distance is more complicated and in general leads to a non-linear least square system of
equations that needs to be iterated for solution. However, for certain simple features (planes,
spheres…etc.) closed-form solutions are available. Fitting through orthogonal distance least square gives
better results rather than using the algebraic distance measurement.

Figure 19: Orthogonal distance from point to circle

Since the problem becomes a non-linear problem that needs to be iterated for a solution, it can be
solved through the known methods for non-linear least square. The most-used ones are Newton method
and Newton-Gauss method. Because of its advantages over the algebraic distance methods, least square
fitting using the orthogonal distance is preferred and widely used by modelling software for fitting
sample points to simple features where it is also known as the best-fit least square (Ahn, 2005).
Since the features to be fitted in laser scanning software normally are simple features (planes,
features…) the closed forms are used. The iterating methods (best fit) can be used to achieve a better
quality or to fit higher-order features.
In fitting techniques, it is possible to use some constraint for the parameter estimation, just as using the
shape or volume to assist or force the fitting algorithm or by using other features that share some
parameters.

Segmentation
Relating to the problem of fitting of general surfaces, the segmentation problem can be addressed. As
mentioned by Várady et al. (1997), since we know to which part the points are related, we can assign the
suitable surface to it, and vice versa, if it is possible to fit a certain surface to a part of the points, it is
easier to segment these points. The need of segmenting the points comes from the simplicity that gained
for the modelling and fitting, and for the visualization and processing especially with the high quality and
density of modern laser scanner output.
Segmentation of point clouds can be achieved through two ways:
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• Manually
Through interactive selecting and clipping tools, the user manually selects the regions of interest from
the point cloud. This selecting can be done for a point by point or for a group of points.
• Automatically
Through mathematical algorithms, the point cloud is divided into a number of disjoint sets that are
spatially correlated. Automatic segmentation methods use the similarity and the connectivity
information between points to subdivide the point set to smaller sets. Two approaches are available for
the automatic segmentation, edge-based and surface-based segmenting (Shah, 2006):
1. Edge-based segmenting
In this approach, first an edge detection step is applied to the whole set. The edge is defined when a
change in points properties exceed some value. Properties used include surface normal, gradients. When
edges have been defined, the second step is to group points that lie inside the same boundary.
2. Surface-based segmenting
Without defining edges, the surface-based approach uses the properties of points as a similarity measure
for grouping points depending on spatial relations. Normal, gradient and principle curvature are some of
the used similarities. Two well-known approaches of the surface based segmenting can be mentioned:
•

Bottom-Up approach:
As it comes from the name, the bottom up starts from selected points or seed points that belong
to a certain region and then growing up the surface by adding more points with similar
properties. A tolerance is usually set to limit the similarity of added points.

•

Top-Down approach:
Despite the bottom up, the top-down approach assigns all points to one group, and then by
refining the tolerance of similarity, the region is sub-divided to smaller regions.

While the edge-based approaches are sensitive to noise, the surface-based methods are less sensitive
and there is no need for identifying boundaries. This makes the surface-based more suitable for laser
scanning data, especially the bottom-up approach (Shah, 2006).
Segmentation methods can be used for fitting purpose accompanied with methods for representing the
selected regions as surfaces, especially the top-down methods as in the incremental region growing
fitting techniques.

2.3.2.3 Constructing of 3D models
This is the most important method for modelling of point clouds and is the core of any modelling
software. By constructing, we mean the mathematical description (surface or solid) of the points cloud
through 3D model automatically.
Different methods and techniques are available for construction models from laser scanning data.
Depending on the representation used and the criteria for treating point clouds, many variations can be
seen. Most of the construction methods try to produce a B-representation (Surface mesh) mainly the
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subdivision mesh, where the produced model will not be in the final shape and will need some
topological corrections. This problem is better known as surface construction in the literature and has
many studies, with a wide range of construction algorithms that can be classified into different
categories.
A general classification is used to summary the surface construction algorithms (Remondino and ElHakim, 2006) (Mencl and Müller, 1997).

Type of input data
A main classification is the type of the input data. By type, we mean if the point cloud is organized
(structured) or unorganized (non-structured) input point cloud. Organized points clouds are point clouds
in which connectivity and property information are available. This may include topology information,
normal, break-lines, intensity, colour, scanner position or more. These types of algorithms use this
information to build or construct a surface from the point cloud. Most of laser scanning software
algorithms are in this category, by importing the point cloud accompanied with its information. On the
other hand, unorganized points clouds are point data that missing the connectivity information, where
the input is only consisted of point positioning and sometimes (colour/intensity). This is the case of raw
points where there is no scanner or connectivity information is attached. In this case, a step of selforganizing for the data is applied before the start of the algorithm. Some methods try to structure the
data according to their coherence; others allow for manually aligning for the points. Some software
works on both organized and unorganized points by introducing tools for self-organizing of the
unorganized point clouds (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006) (Mencl, 2001).

Spatial Subdivision of input points
Another classification of construction algorithms is according to the spatial subdivision of the points. By
spatial subdivision, we mean to define how the space contained the point is divided. A common way is to
bound the points with a bounding box and divide this box to disjoint cells that contain the points. To
specify this bounding box, different techniques are used including regular grids, adaptive schemes
(octree, irregular grids). In these approaches, the space is decomposed into cells. Then cells that are
occupied by points are extracted, and finally, the surface is created from these cells (Mencl, 2001).
Creating the surface from the occupied cells is done in either surface or volume oriented approaches:
Surface oriented approach
In this approach, the surface is constructed from the occupied cells in the bounding box. These methods
works on both open and closed surfaces and most construction methods belong to this category
(Remondino & El-Hakim, 2006). In general, the surface oriented methods first decompose the space into
cells, and then find cells that traversed by the surface and finally compute the surface from these
traversed cells. Different variations of methods are used. In Algorri and Schmitt (1996) the outer
quadrilaterals is selected as a primary mesh after defining the occupied regular cells, and then the mesh
is refined by either a low-pass filter or warping the mesh towards the data points. Other approaches use
the signed distance function to specify cells that are occupied by points and then by using a marching
cube algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987), the mesh surface is created (Hoppe et al., 1992) (Roth and
Wibowoo, 1997).
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Another method that uses the sign distance is the algorithm of Bajaj (1999), which use an irregular
tetrahedral decomposing of the space. The alpha shapes are used by (Edelsbrunner et al., 1994). In an
irregular tetrahedral to remove the inside faces and edges.
In the crust algorithm, by Amenta (1998), Voronoi vertices are combined with the original points and
Delaunay edges are extracted to form the surface.
Volume oriented approach
Volume oriented approaches are similar to surface oriented methods it their steps. They differ on using a
volumetric representation instead of surface representation. Based on the Delaunay tetrahedrization of
the input points (Boissonat, 1984) (Isselhard et al., 1997) and (Curless et al., 1996). Decomposition
methods are mainly mesh representation based, that depend on the triangulation or tetrahedrization of
the selected points in the occupied cells.
Triangulation
Triangulation is the partition of space containing a geometrical domain into simplices that only meet at
shared faces. The triangulation can be applied on point set, polygons, and polyhedron (Bern, 2004)
(Edelsbrunner, 2006). Triangulation can be exact triangulation, where the only used entities are the input
entity, and can be approximate; where not all entities are used, which can be ignored points or added
points, also known as Steiner points. Triangulation can be classified into three different types (Burgos,
2000):
• 2D triangulation:
In the 2D triangulation, the input domain is on the two-dimensional space. For points, triangulation is
achieved by connecting points to their neighbours to form edges that form triangulated or polygonal
shapes. The triangulation could be without consideration of a topological quality (non-optimized), or
with a consideration for the topological quality (optimized). The most-used triangulation technique is the
well-known Delaunay triangulation, in which some topological measures are under concern.
• 2.5D Triangulation:
The input domain is in the three-dimensional space, which is projected on a two-dimension reference
plane along a predefined direction. The projected points are then triangulated by any triangulation
technique (optimized or non-optimized), and finally, the triangulation will get z value from the original
3D projected input points. 2.5D triangulation is suitable for points that do not represent overlapping
surfaces, since overlapped points will get different z values after triangulated from the project plan.
• 3D Triangulation
Triangulation in the 3D dimensional space for 3D input is known as tetrahedrization. It is similar to the
2D triangulation except that tetrahedral entities are used instead of triangles. 3D Delaunay triangulation
is widely used as a tetrahedrization method.

Type of surface representation
Surface construction algorithms can be also classified according to the mathematical representation
used to represent the surface. Some algorithms use a parametric surface such as B-spline (Terzopulos,
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1988). Other uses implicit surface (Gotsman et al., 1998). A simplicial mesh representation can be used
as in Edelsbrunner (2006) and Amenta (1998).

2.3.3 Modelling methods used by the software
2.3.3.1 Modelling in Cyclone software
3D modelling in Cyclone is a surface modelling where three-dimensional objects are created through
surface patches and quadric primitives that represent the 3D object surface. These surface models can
have the solid form by applying general sweeping (as in solid models general sweeping), where the
primitives can be extruded in a linear orientation. This extruding is only valid to quadric primitives and
cannot be applied to mesh surfaces. We were not able to find out, what surface representation is used
internally by Cyclone for generating and fitted primitives, but for the interface of user, the used
representation is the implicit representation for creating and fitting primitives. On the other hand,
triangulated mesh surface representation is used for surface created by construction surface methods.
Three methods of modelling are available in Cyclone with different variations and capabilities.
Inserting of 3D objects
Primitives can be created directly by specifying their position and orientation parameters implicitly.
These primitives include first quadric primitive features as well as some predefined mechanical parts.
Fitting surface to point clouds
Fitting methods in Cyclone are available only for quadric primitives and smooth surfaces. Two methods
of fitting are available in Cyclone:
•

Fit to cloud:
Here a selected part of the point cloud is used to fit a certain surface type to it. The used method
is the least square to minimize the distance between the points and the desired primitive shape.
The orthogonal distance measure is used for the distances measures.

•

Region Grow:
Similar to the segmentation bottom-up approach, this method is used to first select points with
similar surface properties in addition to intensity value, and then fitting a primitive to the
selected points, where boundaries of the fitted primitives can be adjusted according to a user
defined percentage of the number of edges. Cyclone also offers options for setting initial or
constraint values that are entered manually or by using parts tables for the fitted primitive
parameters. Fitting methods in Cyclone, do not offer a criteria for detecting or rejecting outliers
in selected points before fitting, which means the selected points will be used for the fitting only
according to fitting tolerance measures.

Related to surface fitting is segmentation, which can be applied to point cloud either manually by
directly selecting the desired part of the cloud or automatically through a user-defined criterion. The
used criteria could be a defined intensity value or distance from some points.
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Construction of 3D models through mesh generation
Cyclone offers three types of mesh generation methods in which two of them only work on organized
point clouds, while the third can work on both organized and unorganized points. The generated mesh in
Cyclone is a surface oriented adaptive mesh.
•

TIN meshing
This meshing method can be applied to all types of input points in Cyclone, and works on
organized and unorganized point clouds, and can work on multiple selections of point’s clouds.
The method is a 2.5D Delaunay triangulation, where input points are to be projected onto a
reference plan that is normal to one of the coordinate system axes. The user defines which axis
to use as up direction. As a 2.5D Delaunay triangulation, a 2D triangulation is applied to the
projected points, and finally, elevation values are added to the triangulated network, by mapping
the triangulation back. A surface generated through TIN mesh method represents the convex
hull of the projected input points, where no boundary edges adjustment is applied.

•

Basic meshing
This method needs the input data to be organized (gridded) and cannot be applied to
unorganized point clouds. The term gridded is used by Cyclone to describe point clouds that
have been organized in a specific way. Cyclone does not offer a tool for gridding imported points,
and the only way to deal with gridded points is by using points scanned by a Leica scanner, or
points imported in PTX format. Basic mesh method works only on single point clouds, and uses a
2.5D constraint Delaunay triangulation, where the points are projected onto imaginational plane
at specific distance from scanner position. The gridded data are used for a 2D triangulation, and
then the triangulated mesh is projected back to the original coordinates. In Basic mesh, the
boundary edges are identified and preserved by constraining the triangulation, thus triangulation
results can be concave surface. Basic meshing depends on the scanner location and the scanning
parameters.

•

Complex meshing
This method also works on only gridded and single point clouds. The triangulation is also a 2.5D
Delaunay triangulation applied on the gridded points. The method is different from the Basic
Mesh method as it provides more quality for the mesh generation by using intensity values to
group points on the grid, where points with similar intensity values are clustered together, and
triangulated together. The method also refines the generated mesh using measures for triangles
aspect ratio and direction to the scanner.

2.3.3.2 Modelling in PolyWorks
Different representations are used in PolyWorks package for representing 3D models by its different
modules. The integration between these different representations is achieved through representation
converters.
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In IMAlign, the main representation is the parametric grid, which is a regular grid that is used to project
3D images on it. The 3D image itself is a generated mesh from the incoming point cloud by triangulation,
thus a mesh representation is also involved here.
On the other hand, IMMerge re-triangulate the 3D images on the 2D parametric grid and map them back
to the three dimensional spaces, where the final model is regular polygonal mesh that can get adaptive
scheme by reducing triangles number in low curvature areas.
In IMEdit, the main representation used is the parametric surface representation, but the module works
also with different representations. Triangulated mesh are used to generate polygonal models, and solid
modelling schemes are also available like Boolean operation from the constructive solid
geometry(CSG),general sweeping can also be used to extrude objects.
Cubic curves crating and manipulating is available with the forms of Hermite and Bezier forms, while
Nurbs and surface patches are also used to represent surface in IMEdit module.
The basic methods for modelling of points cloud in PolyWorks software package can also be classified
into our general three methods for modelling 3D objects, creating and inserting of primitives, fitting and
construction.
Different types of these methods can be used on the different modules of PolyWorks, and some of the
modules can process different types of modelling techniques depending on the application purpose of
the module. The following types of modelling can be observed in PolyWorks modules:
Inserting and creating
In IMInspect module, a number of primitives can be created and inserted into the 3D scene to be used
for comparing and modelling methods. These primitives, which are first and second order quadratics, are
inserted as feature components where the feature will have other properties. Different methods can be
used in IMInspect for creating and inserting a primitive:
•
•

Mathematically: Implicitly, the user can specify the parameters of the desired primitive.
Interactively: On the drawing 3D scene, the user can specify some parameters values using picks
by the mouse.
• From other objects: Parameters can be computed from other objects
• Extraction: By using a supervised method, parameters can be extracted from point clouds for
some primitive types. The user guides the extraction by defining start, end and orientation of the
created primitive.
In IMInspect, created features can be assigned with Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T)
controls, that follows the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards, which make them suitable for parts and engineering
comparison process.
Fitting
Fitting of surfaces to point clouds, is used in IMInspect module to fit a feature primitives to a selected
part of the point cloud. The methods used in IMInspect are least square methods, which minimized the
orthogonal distance between points and the fitted primitive.
The following strategies for fitting are available in IMInspect:
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•

Best-fit
This is a standard orthogonal least square fitting, which can be used with an outlier detection
method that used to remove outlier points from the fitting criteria depending on the standard
deviation measures, where any point with an error distance greater than the standard deviation
is removed.

•

Max fitting
The fitting method uses a maximum inscribed circle fitting criteria, where the fitted primitive to a
circle is defined as the largest circle that can be inscribed within the measured data points.

•

Min fitting
This fitting method uses minimum circumscribed fitting criteria, where the fitted primitive to a
circle is the smallest primitive that will just contain the input data points.

Max and min fitting, use the least square solution as initial guess to arrive to the desired fit solution. It is
also possible to use a predefined primitive as initial guess and the fitted primitive will be maximized or
minimized from it. Where in IMEdit module, only the standard best fit is available for fitting some
primitives and surface patches and it use the same strategy for fitting.
Construction of 3D models
IMAlign
Although IMAlign module is intended for the aligning and registration purposes, it can be considered as
the first step on modelling. Since the input data, that IMAlign works with for aligning is the so-called 3D
image, which defined as surface mesh that is mapped and interpolated onto a parametric surface grid,
usually a plane or a cylinder (IMAlign Reference Guide 2009). All input point clouds to IMAlign are to be
converted to this 3D image, where a 3D surface mesh is generated by triangulation of the point cloud.
The subdivision for interpolated points can be specified either by angles, or by angles and ranges for
spherical grid input data. For angle subdivision, the field of view of the input points from the scanner
position is partitioned into smaller fields of view where for each partitioned field of view; an
interpolation step is used to interpolate the points to the grid. This will results in overlapped 3D images
with a different interpolation steps (grid). On the other hand, for the angle and range interpolation, a
number of ranges are used to group points within the partitioned field of view, where each range points
could have different interpolation step (grid). This has to be applied to organized and unorganized
points. For organized points, the grid information is extracted from the point’s info, while for the
unorganized points, a step of manual organized by defining subsets and their orientation is needed. After
the triangulation, the mesh is interpolated to the grid. Thus, the spatial subdivision used here is the
rectangular regular grid, and the triangulation used is the constrained 2D Delaunay triangulation. IMAlign
also offer tools for overlap reduction by introducing a transition mesh that averages overlapping areas.
IMMerge
In IMMerge, which is used to generate an integrated polygonal model of the aligned 3D images, the
redundancy of the overlapped images is removed and general polygonal mesh model is generated by
triangulation. Since the input data to IMMerge is the 3D images that were interpolated to the 2D regular
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grid, the overlap reduction can be applied by detecting and deleting the overlapping regions, where a
tiny band of overlapping points were added the these regions(IMAlign reference guide). IMMerge first
interpolate the imported 3D images from IMAlign into a two dimensions parametric grid, using a surface
sampling step that averages the interpolation steps of all imported 3D images. The interpolated 3D
images are then connected where overlapping areas are sampled by a transition mesh that averages the
overlapping mesh, the transition mesh can be smoothed by allowing blending areas on edges. The
connected polygonal mesh can then be optimized and smoothed by using a constrained function that
allows for mesh vertices repositioning. An adaptive scheme can be further applied to the polygonal mesh
by reducing the number of triangulated face on low curvature areas, while preserving faces in area with
high curvature, which will result in a polygonal mesh with a smaller size.
In general, as a polygonal mesh, a simplicial representation is used where the mesh is represented by
using simplicities (vertices- faces).
IMInspect
In IMInspect, 3D models can be constructed by a 2.5D triangulation, where a user defined axis plane is
used as a projection plane to map the 3D points on it. It should be noted that as IMInspect use the
strategy of defining input points as a reference points and model points for the comparing purposes, any
input imported into IMInspect as a reference data is triangulated automatically in a way similar to
Importing in IMAlign. IMInspect also allow for the generating a wrap mesh by optimizing the
triangulation. This optimization is relay on the curvature and triangles edges length in a way allow for
moving the vertices to fulfil the optimizing criteria.

2.3.4 Modelling and meshing testing tasks
The methods used for fitting primitives to point cloud are the same for both software; they differ in
defining the objective value that need to be minimized, which is defined according to the objects
equation. Thus, we chose to apply fitting tests to plane. This was decided to reduce study time and
since this is the most used primitives on modelling 3D objects. As outliers can affect the fitting
methods, the method of defining the points to be used has a rule on the fitting results, thus we
chose to apply the tests, with different methods of selecting the input point cloud data.

2.3.4.1 Fitting tasks
Cyclone
Fitting functions in Cyclone, works on all available points, that means the user needs to separate or filter
the desired region to be fitted from the unwanted points, where the function will not differentiate
between the points to use for fitting and the undesirable points, unless a selection is applied by a user.
Two methods for selecting points were used for fitting a plane to point cloud:
•
•

Fit to (Cloud or to selected points)
Region grow

Fit to Cloud
A registered point cloud of V-building data was used in this test. By using the fence-selecting tool, where
the user defines the boundaries of the desired region, a selection was made by choosing a region of the
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scan that represents a wall. The selected region includes also points that represent a pipeline and a wall
light, with points from the background are also included. This was chosen to add some noise and outlier
for the selected points. The selected part of the point cloud for fitting includes 156539 point, which is
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Fence selection of point cloud for plane fitting-Cyclone

The result of the fitting was a convex-hull plane shown in Figure 21, where the fitting results are in Table
11.

Figure 21: Plane fitted to selected point cloud by fencing-Cyclone

Table 11: Plane fitting for fence selected point cloud - Cyclone
i
j
k
X axis
Angels with
Y axis
coordinate system
axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Used points for fitting
Error Mean
Error Standard Deviation
Absolute Error Mean
Maximum Absolute Error
Unit normal
vector
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0.486603
0.185291
0.853747
60.882434
79.321921
31.378371
15.005296
156539
0.0000
0.754801
0.443300
4.787651

The same data were used for fitting a plane with a boundary edges adjusting option, where the
maximum number of boundary edges was used and the point cloud was used to fit a number of
connected patches to it. The resulted plane with edges highlighted is shown in Figure 22, where fitting
results are shown in Table 12.

Figure 22: Plane fitting with adjusted boundaries Cyclone

Table 12: Plane fitting with adjusted boundaries-Cyclone
Unit normal
vector
Angels with coordinate
system axes(degrees)

i

0.486603

j

0.185291

k

0.853747

X axis

60.88244

Y axis

79.321921

Z Axis

31.378371

Dist. To coordinate system origin

15.005296

Patches No.

80

Edges No.

6901

Fit to (selected data)-Compare
This test was used to compare the fitting method in Cyclone and PolyWorks IMInspect, for cleaned
selected points, where most of noise is removed. Some outlier points were left to check the performance
of the fitting algorithm with outlier points.
The used data point was part of the scanned wall that includes some of the pipeline, with a total of 7912
points. The selected part was clipped in convex shape as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Clipped point cloud for comparing noise rejection

The fitting was applied to the point cloud and the resulted plane was nearly aligned with the points
as shown in Figure 24. The fitting results are in Table 13.

Figure 24: Fitted plane for clipped data-Cyclone

Table 13: Fitted plane for clipped data- Cyclone
i
0.501620
Unit normal
j
0.179934
vector
k
0.846168
X axis
59.892749
Angels with coordinate
Y axis
79.634091
system axes(degrees)
Z Axis
32.202664
Dist. To coordinate system origin
14.434306
Number of used points
7912
Error Mean
0.0000
Error Standard Deviation
0.033651
Absolute Error Mean
0.017051
Maximum Absolute Error
0.156368
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Region Grow
Region grow to a patch was used to fit a plane to point cloud. The used point cloud had some
modification in the RGB colours of points that are to be used as seeds points for the region grow
algorithm. This was carried out to simplify the picking procedure and to obtain similar parameters when
comparing with IMInspect fitting in PolyWorks. The point cloud itself is merged from two registered
points cloud. Four points were used as seeds points, with their location were chosen to be on the extent
of the desired plane, as shown in Figure 25

Figure 25: Seed points for plane region growing-Cyclone

The fitting was carried out first without boundary adjusting to result in the convex hull plane which
shown in Figure 26, where the results can be seen in Table 14.

Figure 26: plane fitted by region growing without boundary adjustment - Cyclone

Table 14: Region grow without boundary adjustment - Cyclone
i
j
k
X axis
Angels with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of used points
Error Mean
Error Standard Deviation(M)
Absolute Error Mean(M)
Maximum Absolute Error(M)
Unit normal
vector
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0.505875
0.183740
0.842811
59.610523
79.412320
32.561884
14.337769
42773
0.0000
0.005845
0.004945
0.012550

The algorithm is applied again to the same input data with the adjusting boundary edges this time,
where the results are in Figure 27 and Table 15.

Figure 27: Fitted plane by region grow with boundary adjustment- Cyclone

Table 15: Region grow with adjusted boundary- Cyclone
i
j
k
X axis
Angels with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of used points
Error Mean
Error Standard Deviation(M)
Absolute Error Mean(M)
Maximum Absolute Error(M)
Unit normal
vector

0.505879
0.183767
0.842803
59.610310
79.410740
32.562718
14.337618
42759
0.0000
0.005842
0.004942
0.012555

PolyWorks IMInspect
In PolyWorks, three different types of fitting criteria are used, Min, Max and best fit. Best fit can be used
with outliers rejecting tool. The fitted feature primitive is also affected by the way of input selections,
since each selection method applies different strategy for fitting.
Selection of points for fitting can be achieved either through (Fit to element) or (Pick then fit) methods.
Fit to element
Three tests were used with this selection method
• Fit to elements with fitting type Min
The same point cloud in Figure 20 was imported into IMInspect, and the selection was made to all points.
The fitting type was set to Min.
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Figure 28 shows the fitted plane where the fitting results are shown in Table 16

Figure 28: Fitted plane using Min fitting - PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 16: Min fitting for plane- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angels with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
vector

0.507239
0.186258
0.841437
59.519934
79.265488
32.707786
16.574691
149839
2.102719
0.398763
2.140196

• Fit to elements with fitting type Max
The same point cloud data was imported into IMInspect, and the selection was made to all points, where
the fitting type was set to Max. Figure 29 shows the fitted plane and the fitting results are shown in
Table 17.

Figure 29: Fitted plane using Max fitting - PolyWorks IMInspect
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Table 17: Max fitting for plane- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angels with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
Vector

0.479790
0.303413
0.823251
61.328326
72.337291
34.588425
13.665749
149839
-0.577810
0.433534
0.722367

• Fit to elements with fitting type Best-fit:
With this fitting type, two test were applied, one without rejecting outliers, and other with rejecting
outlier option.
•

Best-fit without rejecting outlier:

The same data was used for fitting without rejecting outlier option. The fitted plane can be seen in
Figure 30, and fitting results are shown in Table 18.

Figure 30: Best-fit without rejecting outliers - PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 18: Best-fit without rejecting outliers- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
vector
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0.486603
0.185291
0.853747
60.882434
79.321921
31.378371
15.005296
156539
-0.00000
0.754801
0.754798

•

Best-fit with rejecting outlier:

The same data was used for fitting with rejecting outlier option. The fitted plane can be seen in Figure
31, and fitting results are shown in Table 19.

Figure 31: Best-fit with rejecting outliers - PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 19: Plane best fit with rejecting outlier- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
vector

-0.507075
-0.186374
-0.841510
120.469209
100.741223
147.299950
14.309326
86302
0.00000
0.017790
0.017790

Pick then fit
In pick then fit selection mode, a number of points are picked from the point cloud, these points are
used to compute the exact primitive that pass through, then this primitive is to be extended according to
max searching parameters, and finally the optimal primitive is fitted. In this way, pick then fit, can be
seen as fitting method that needs an initial values and constraints that are defined by the user. Thus, the
quality of fitted model will depend on these two parameters, the initial values that were determined by
the user picks, and the constraints that were determined by the maximum distance and angle
parameters.
• Pick then fit with Min fitting
The same data was used, where the three points were in the edges of the desired region as seen in
Figure 32. The order of selection is important for forming the shape of the fitted plane, where the first
two points are used as edge and the third as extent of the plane. The parameters used for fitting are in
Table 20. Fitted plane is in Figure 33 and fitting results are in Table 21.
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Figure 32: Picked points for plane fitting using pick then fit – PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 20: Pick-then-fit fitting parameters- PolyWorks IMInspect
Maximum angle
15
Maximum distance
0.001

Figure 33: Fitted plane using pick-then-fit Min fitting –PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 21: Pick-then-fit plane Min fitting- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
vector
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0.506025
0.192377
0.840791
59.600571
78.908465
32.776251
14.302476
3916
0.001051
0.000571
0.001196

• Pick then fit Max fitting
The same procedure was followed and the Max fitting type was used. The results of fitting can be seen in
Figure 34 and Table 22.

Figure 34: Fitted plane using pick-then-fit Max fitting –PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 22: Pick-then-fit plane Max fitting- PolyWorks IMInspect
i
j
k
X axis
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
Dist. To coordinate system origin
Number of points
Mean(m)
Standard deviation(m)
RMS Error(m)
Unit normal
vector

•

0.506026
0.192420
0.840781
59.600514
78.905959
32.777344
14.300175
3916
-0.001053
0.000574
0.001199

Pick then fit best fitting
•

Without rejecting outliers:

To the same data using the same picked points, the fitting type best fit was used without rejecting
outlier. The result of fitting is shown in Figure 35 and Table 23.

Figure 35: Fitted plane using pick-then-fit without rejecting outliers –PolyWorks IMInspect
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Table 23: Pick-then-fit plane without rejecting outliers fitting- PolyWorks IMInspect
I
0.506041
Unit normal
J
0.192369
vector
K
0.840783
X axis
59.599488
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
78.908904
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
32.777107
Dist. To coordinate system origin(m)
14.301130
Number of points
3916
Mean(m)
0.0000
Standard deviation(m)
0.000569
RMS Error(m)
0.000569

•

With reject outliers:

This time the reject outlier option was used. Results are shown in Figure 36 and Table 24.

Figure 36: Fitted plane using pick-then-fit with rejecting outliers- PolyWorks IMInspect

Table 24: Pick-then-fit with rejecting outliers – PolyWorks IMInspect
i
0.506042
Unit normal
j
0.192368
vector
k
0.840783
X axis
59.599448
Angel with coordinate
Y axis
78.909011
System axes(degrees)
Z Axis
32.777101
Dist. To coordinate system origin(m)
14.301125
Number of points
3912
Mean(m)
0.0000
Standard deviation(m)
0.000568
RMS Error(m)
0.000568

Fit to element -Compare
For comparing the fitting algorithms between Cyclone and PolyWorks IMInspect, the point cloud used
for testing fit to cloud in Cyclone was imported to IMInspect. Two tests were applied.
- Fit to element without outlier rejecting: The clipped point cloud for the wall with some part of
the pipeline with 7912 points (see Figure 23) was imported into IMInspect. The used fitting
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-

method was fit to element where all points were selected. The fitting type was set to best fit
without rejecting outlier.
Fit to element with outlier rejecting: By setting the fitting type to best fit with outlier rejecting,
the test was applied again.

Inora comparison
The same data was used for comparison purpose on Plane+Sphere® software for shape recognition and
geometric feature extraction by Inora®. Inora apply an un-expected error extinction form observations
that are regarded to be errors, blunders or outliers by using a generalizing of the median (Kampmann,
2009). Results can be seen on Figure 37 and Table 25.

Figure 37: Plane fitting to point set by Inora Plane+Sphere

Table 25: Fitting comparison Cyclone, PolyWorks IMInspect & Inora Plane+Sphere®
PolyWorks( IMInspect )
Inora Plane+Sphere®
Cyclone
Fit to element
Fitting method
Best-fit
Fitted plane parameters
Best-fit
Without
Fit to cloud
With reject
UD
MinMax
Best fit
reject
outliers
outliers
i
0.501620
0.501620
0.506409
0.506141
0.506410
0.506750
Unit normal
j
0.179934
0.179934
0.184351
0.185119
0.185286
0.184804
vector
k
0.846168
0.846168
0.842356
0.842348
0.842150
0.842051
X
Axis
59.892749
59.892749
59.575050
59.592876
59.575004
59.552410
Angel with
coordinate System
Y Axis
79.634091
79.634088
79.376700
79.331930
79.322193
79.350295
axes(Degrees)
Z Axis
32.202664
32.202665
32.610208
32.611100
32.632144
32.642662
Dist. To coordinates origin(m)
14.434307
14.434307
14.324787
14.327421
14.320573
14.315310
Number of used points
7912
7912
6379
6601
6601
6601
Mean(m)
0.000
0.000
0.000
Standard deviation(m)
0.033651
0.033651
0.003428
0.003891
0.003880
0.003872
RMS Error
0.033649
0.003428
Absolute Error Mean(m)
0.017051
0.000670
0.000255
0.000927
Maximum Absolute Error(M)
0.156368
0.156368
0.170290
0.010900
0.010595
0.011415
Measured Points
7912
Unexpected deviation
1311
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2.3.4.2 Construction of 3D models by meshing
Cyclone
The construction of 3D models is achieved in Cyclone through the mesh generation function that offers
three types of mesh as detailed earlier. Three different types of data were used to test mesh generation
in Cyclone, LAD, TR and ASL.
Lab acquired data (LAD)
This is a scanning made inside the surveying lab in Figure 38, where the aim of the test was to show the
dependency of basic and complex meshing methods on the gridded data, as they require the data to be
gridded in order to be meshed.

Figure 38: Surveying lab

By setting the scanner on a fixed position, and only changing the scene range distance, six different scans
were generated. The sample spacing distance was set to equal value. The scans were then triangulated
using basic meshing in Cyclone and the results were compared to a triangulation mesh generated by
MATLAB. The triangulation in MATLAB was used on the data after projecting the scanned points on a
grid, and alpha shape function was used to constraint the boundaries edges. Parameters used for
scanning as well as results are shown in Table 26, and Figure 39 shows the result of 10 m scan
triangulation compared with Cyclone basic meshing.
Table 26: LAD scanning parameters and MATLAB triangulation compared with Cyclone basic meshing
No. of faces
Used
Scene
Sampling
Rows/
Cyclone
Scan
Sample
No. of points
MATLAB
range(m)
space(m)
Columns
basic
space(m)
2D
meshing
1m
1
0.100
0.116290
6x6
30
40
40
2m
2
0.100
0.107392
13x13
166
279
279
3m
3
0.100
0.104714
20x20
393
698
698
4m
4
0.100
0.103424
27x27
721
1322
1322
5m
5
0.100
0.102665
34x34
1142
2129
2129
10m
10
0.100
0.101178
69x69
4696
9053
9054
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Figure 39: 10m scan triangulation

Target registration point cloud (TR)
This is the result of registration scan (1) with 542902 points and scan (2) with 736593 points. The point
cloud was used as a merged cloud. The point cloud was used without cleaning or removing for the noise
points, while being unified for TIN meshing. For TIN meshing, (Y) axis was used as up direction, which
mean the points were projected onto the plane formed by (X), and (Z) axes. The same points were used
to generate basic and complex meshes. Results are shown in Figure 40 and Table 28.

Figure 40: Target registration Basic, Complex and TIN meshing-Cyclone
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Table 27: Comparison-Cyclone Basic, Complex and TIN meshing for TR and MATLAB 2.5D triangulation
Cyclone
MATLAB 2D
Cyclone Basic
Cyclone TIN meshing
Complex
Triangulation
meshing
meshing
No. of points in the cloud
1279495
1279495
1279495
1279495
No. of mesh vertices
1279486
1279486
737495
677055
No. of mesh edges
5538650(3838426)*
3838426
No. of mesh faces
2558941
2558941
1466516
995839

* Unique edges, where edges for exported mesh in Cyclone are recorded in two directions

ASL (V-building)
This is an airborne LiDAR scan for V-building, which consists of 22093 points with intensity values. The
reason for introducing this data was to evaluate the meshing algorithm on a data with different and
complicated shapes, since the ASL data contain regular shapes (roof, building) complicated shapes (trees)
and terrain objects (ground around the building).
Points were imported as point cloud into Cyclone, and TIN mesh was generated using (Z) axis as up
direction. Figure 41 shows the points and triangulation result.

Figure 41: ASL for the B-building

A triangulation was generated by using MATLAB code shown in Figure 42 is used for comparison and
results are shown in Table 28.

Figure 42: Triangulation of ASL data created by using A MATLAB code
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Table 28: Comparison of Cyclone TIN meshing for ASL data and MATLAB 2.5D triangulation
Cyclone
MATLAB
No. of points in the cloud
22093
22093
No. of mesh vertices
17419
17419
No. of mesh edges
76210*
52229
No. of mesh faces
34811
34811

PolyWorks IMMerge
In PolyWorks IMMerge model, the registration with targets of scan (1) and scan (2) data was used to
generate a polygonal mesh. IMAlign project was loaded into IMMerge and a polygonal mesh was created
using parameters in Table 29.
Table 29: Polygonal mesh parameters - IMMerge

Input parameter

Value

Smoothing level
Max distance(m)
Surface sampling step(m)
Standard deviation(m)
Reduction tolerance(m)
Smoothing radius
Smoothing tolerance
Blending distance(m)
subdivision
Block size(megabyte)
compaction
Cluster mode

N/A
0.0020
0.0033
0.10000
0.0200
0.3
0.033
Triangles per job(Default)
200
20
N/A

The result was an adaptive polygonal mesh, Table 30 and Figure 43. Figure 44 shows mesh error map.

Table 30: Merged polygonal mesh compared with 3D images meshes
Before merging
After merging
No. of points
1757555
125657
No. of mesh triangles
3288712
144660
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Figure 43: TR polygonal mesh- IMMerge

Figure 44: Polygonal mesh error map - IMMerge
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2.4 Texture mapping and image fitting
2.4.1 General Theory
Texture mapping is the process of obtaining a photorealistic view of modelled objects, by applying
colours obtained through an imaging device into the modelled object. Many advantages can be achieved
by using textured models over non-textured models. In addition to making modelled objects more
similar to real objects for the human perception, it also provides a lot of valuable additional information
for investigation on conditions that texture mapping is performed with high precision (Knyaz, 2002).
Different approaches have been used for adding colour to a 3D model. Some laser scanning devices are
accompanied with colouring sensor that can be used for obtaining colours of the scanned objects.
Scanners such as the Leica HDS3000 (Leica, 2008) and the Optech ILRIS-3D (Optech, 2008) scanners use
an on-board colour sensor. Riegl (RIEGL, 2008) and Faro (FARO, 2008) scanners use an external calibrated
camera. In both cases, the colour of each 3D point is retrieved at the image location where that point
was projected during 3D measurement (Zalama et al., 2011)
However, in many cases, separate imaging devices are normally used due to accessibility and highaccuracy demands.
Depending on modelled object, the number of images needed for texture mapping is varying. As an
example, for 2.5D models one image taken from the viewing direction could be enough to generate a
texture map. This is the case for models obtained from one scan, where the image acquired by the
scanner camera is used. However, for texturing a 3-D model, multiple images are needed, to cover
different views of the object.
In principle, texture mapping aim is to associate the colours to a point cloud or triangulated mesh
vertices to the colours of a specific corresponding pixel in the image. In this manner, a relation between
the image and the model is determined in a way that best address this association.
For the 3D model, points are to be mapped on the 2D image pixels, two groups of parameters, should be
calibrated, the Intrinsic and extrinsic orientation parameters (Tsai, 1987). Intrinsic parameters includes
the camera focal length (f), lens distortion (d1,d2) and principle point(p) and its displacement, and
extrinsic parameters include translation and rotation about camera centre of projection.
In Figure 45 for the perspective pinhole camera projection, point Mw in the world coordinate system is
mapped onto the image plane on point M p , with considering lens distortion; it will be placed in Md .

Figure 45: Camera Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
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Calibration is normally achieved by using correspondence points between the model and the images. The
number of control points needed depends on the number of parameters to be calibrated. This applies for
both, imaging devices mounted on scanner, and for images taken by a separate camera.
When using multiple images to texture a three-dimension model, a number of issues has to be
considered. Projected triangles from the 3D model can be overlapped on the 2D projection plane. This
problem is known as triangles occlusion, and is normally solved by choosing the triangle closer to the
projection plane (Grammatikopoulos et al., 2004). Other problem is when a triangle is mapped on two or
more images, which is; the triangle is seen from different images. This can be solved either by using the
triangle with bigger area in image, or the one with normal vector closer to the direction of image. The
colours for the triangle itself are computed from its vertices colours through interpolation. Difference in
lighting between images is also a concern, since images acquired with different lighting condition may
lead to undesirable results.

2.4.2 Texture mapping in Cyclone
Cyclone use texture mapping in two similar ways for both point clouds and modelled mesh. For scanned
point clouds, Cyclone uses an on-board calibrated camera to acquire images of the scanning scene. Since
the camera is calibrated and mounted on the scanner, intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are obtained
and the scanned points can be textured with colours from the image.
Another possibility for using texture mapping in Cyclone is by using imported images obtain from an
external camera. The images are to be calibrated first by using control points. Two options for imported
images can be used:
•

•

Orthographic
This is a 2D texturing, where only extrinsic parameters are estimated using at least three
corresponding points, between the image and the model.
Perspective
This is perspective projection estimation using at least seven corresponding points, where the
projection estimation is achieved by least square.

2.4.3 Texture mapping in PolyWorks
Texture mapping can be applied in PolyWorks through IMTexture module. Unlike the procedure in
Cyclone, IMTexture aim is to preserve colours already imported with point clouds and models rather
than adding colours to uncoloured point clouds or polygonal mesh. Thus, IMTexture works with input
that has already colours. IMTexture is used with a conjunction of IMCompress module, which used to
reduce the number of polygonal face in a polygonal model while preserving the local topology (
PolyWorks/IMTexture™, 2009). The process starts by the coloured 3D polygonal models, which are
coloured from the triangle vertices colours. As IMCompress reduced this polygonal model, the
information of the original vertices is preserved including colours. This information is used by IMTexture
to map the original colours to the reduced triangles, and generate a texture mapped model that includes
triangulation and texture, as well as a texture map image that records the colours, which mapped on the
reduced triangulation.
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2.5 Importing and data exchange

There is a vast number of software used for engineering and construction application, where each
software package is dedicated to some particular part. As the numbers of packages are increasing, most
of them apply their own data format. In many fields, it is necessary to convert data between different file
formats, to allow for the use of these data in different packages, since there are always advantages and
disadvantages for doing some tasks, as a software package could be very effective on applying a
function, but give some less efficiency when dealing with other functions. On the other hand, for the
integration of engineering packages, a central file format is in the need to overcome this problem.
Therefore, most packages allow for the importing and exporting of different file formats. This is the same
for laser scanning software, in which different types of sensors are used for data collection, each with its
own configurations and internal formats for recording acquired data. Hence, a processing package
should be able to read data acquired from different sensors, as well as exporting the processed data to
different format's types. In this manner, the processing package will be more effective to be used for
commercial purposes, where it fulfils the needs of the user.
Here we will review the two packages by addressing their capabilities of importing and exporting to
different types of file format. The review is not intended to go through the file's format specifications
rather than giving a summarized view of the available format that can be used on both packages. For a
detailed supported imported and exported format, please refer to each package reference guide and
specification sheets.

2.5.1 Cyclone
Cyclone allows for importing of a data either as point clouds or as objects. Imported point clouds can be
raw point clouds or point clouds from Leica scanners, as well as from other scanners. Cyclone supports
point clouds scanned by Riegl, Faro, Optech and Z+F scanners. Cyclone also supports LiDAR data
imported in LAS format, which is a data file interchange system developed by the American society of
photogrammetry and remote sensing (ASPRS). Point clouds from these files are imported with their
intensity and colours (except for the LAS format). These supported formats include the connectivity
information of the clouds as well as the scanner location; therefore, Cyclone will be able to process the
imported data correctly. Point clouds can be also imported into Cyclone from ASCII files, where the
information extracted depends on the file extension used. As example (*.ptx) files allow for the
coordinates, intensity, colours as well as any transformations applied, while (*.xyz) only allows for
coordinates extraction.
Modelled objects can also be imported into Cyclone either as polygonal mesh from mesh file or through
Cyclone object exchange format (COE) which is a data exchange format within Cyclone used to
interchange objects with AutoCAD and MicroStation systems. Mesh files are text files in which
triangulated models are expressed with their vertices, edges and faces. Because not all CAD objects are
defined in cyclone, the defined objects are imported directly while undefined objects are imported as a
combination of other objects. Thus, importing through COE should be done with some concern. Colours
are imported together with point clouds or modelled objects and can be used to apply a texture mapping
scheme. There is also a possibility to import image files in a number of different formats.
In the same manner, Cyclone can export point clouds and modelled objects into other file formats, with
the excluding of other scanner's format, which is not available. Point clouds can be exported with their
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coordinates, intensity and colours into ASCII text formats, where for some formats (PTX), additional
information can be included, such as scanner location and transformation parameters, while point
normals are not exported. Modelled objects are exported through the COE translator, where it can be
accessed by an AutoCAD or MicroStation system. The type of the exported object should be inspected,
since some complex object cannot be translated and may need partitioning into simpler objects. Some
industrial parts can be exported into specific format types just as steel detailing neutral file (SDNF) and
piping component file (PCF). The mesh format is the one that used to export polygonal mesh from
Cyclone. Ortho images of point clouds and modelled objects can be exported with their positioning
parameters to be used in other packages.

2.5.2 PolyWorks
Unlike Cyclone, PolyWorks is not scanning control software intended primary to work with a specific
scanner. Hence PolyWorks is able to work and import more data formats than Cyclone does. This is
achieved by using of a number of translators. IMAlign uses the (*.PIF) format to process point clouds,
where imported points are converted to this format. In IMAlign, the imported point clouds are grouped
into four major categories:
•

•

•

•

Planar grids or meshes:
These point cloud scans have been captured with a scanner that uses a planar grid procedure
to collect points. Depending on the scanner used to collect points, IMAlign either imports the
structure of the points directly or organizes them according to user specific parameters. This
is achieved through the point cloud organizer tool, which allows for computing the property
and surface information of imported point cloud.
Line scans
These are point cloud captured by a line scanner device, in which each line is corresponding
to a different plane.
Spherical grids
Spherical grids are point clouds captured by a scanner that uses a spherical grid strategy for
the measurements. Depending on the type of scanner, IMAlign divides the whole scan into a
group of subset, where each subset is corresponding to a specific orientation of the scanner.
This group includes point clouds produced by a terrestrial laser scanner (Leica, Optech…etc.).
Unorganized point clouds
These are point clouds missing the scanner and property information. For these types of
clouds, IMAlign allows for defining connectivity and property information for the data by
using the point cloud organizing tool. Raw point clouds are processed under this category.

Polygonal models and mesh can be imported in different formats. These include Autodesk CAD and
VRML (*.wrl) format.
In IMMerge, the only available format to import is the output from IMAlign project. Since IMMerge only
works on this type of data, any processed data should be first imported into IMAlign.
On the other hand, IMInspect is capable of importing different types of objects and format. As it is a
measuring and comparison module, IMInspect classifies imported objects as data objects or referenced
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objects. Besides importing of point clouds as in IMAlign, IMInspect is able to import feature objects and
polygonal models from a number of formats. Example of available formats are (*.dxf, *.pol and *.wrl). It
is also possible to import primitives from a number of formats (CATIA and IGES files). In addition, IMEdit
offers the possibility of importing NURBS in different formats as well as curve data. For exporting to
other formats, PolyWorks offers a wide range of available formats through its different modules. This
includes the exporting of registered point clouds to many formats (including Leica PTX). These point
clouds could also be exported to one of the defined 3D models format, which include (*.dxf, *.igs and
*.wrl) formats. In IMInspect, tools for reporting using modified or predefined reports are available. These
tools offer the possibility of obtaining measurements on objects in one step. A statistical process toolbox
is also available; however, this tool was not used or tested.
In PolyWorks, external applications and plug-ins can be modified to add capabilities and function to
PolyWorks modules. These are achieved by using PolyWorks SDK accompanied with a programming
language. Macro-scripts can be used to record and repeat processed tasks in PolyWorks. These two
functions were not used or tested.

2.6 Project organizing and management
2.6.1 Cyclone

In Cyclone, the working projects are organized from the Navigator window, which allow the access to
scanned point clouds and modelling tools, as well as the importing and exporting of the project data.
Cyclone groups each project data into a number of windows that linked to each other in an object-tree
scheme. From these windows, processing functions could be accessed. As Cyclone is also used to operate
Leica scanners, it provides the control window for running a scan. One advantage of this combination is
the ability to examine and process the scanning while it is being carried out, in which errors could be
fixed or the quality could be revised.
The workflow in Cyclone could be described for an already scanned project in the following way, Figure
46:
• Registration( target, Cloud-cloud)
•

Cleaning points that will not be used for modelling.

•

Modelling through inserting primitives, fitting or mesh.

•

Texture mapping of modelled using external images.

•

Measuring and exporting.
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Figure 46: Cyclone workflow

2.6.2 PolyWorks
PolyWorks control the working project through the workspace manager window. A workspace is created
for each project, where project files are recorded and stored in it. From the workspace, all PolyWorks
modules can be accessed.
A general workflow for a project processed by PolyWorks may look as in Figure 47

Figure 47: PolyWorks general workflow
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3 Analysis and discussion
3.1 Registration

For the registration using targets, the typical results in both packages indicate that both packages stands
on the similar principles. For Cyclone and as the software is able to detect the scanned targets
automatically during the registration, the possibility of miss matching the targets is reduced, especially
with Cyclone can notify operators about error on matching labelled targets.
On the other hand, the selection of scanned points or objects to be used as target registration, not
mentioning the operator picking accuracy, is a subject to the spacing between points in the cloud. As a
picking of a point representing a certain object in one scan, could not be made to same corresponding
object in the other scan. Although this problem is considered as a hardware problem, it has been solved
in PolyWorks IMAlign, where the point clouds are interpolated and meshed prior to the registration. One
way to overcome this problem in Cyclone is to triangulate the point clouds prior to registration, since
registration methods in Cyclone work on point clouds as well as meshes.
In Cyclone registration methods, the possibility of adding weights the registration points seem to be a
valuable option. Although this setting was not used in our tests, it could be useful to increase the quality
of the registration, as it is a common case to have some control points or picked points with a more
confident level than the other points.
In PolyWorks, the main module for registration or better saying aligning as it is named in PolyWorks is
IMAlign, which in general, uses the same methods for aligning, with control points, and cloud-to-cloud
methods. However, options available in IMAlign for carrying out the registration are more than methods
in Cyclone, as IMAlign offers more options for doing the cloud-to-cloud methods. Another difference is
the way that IMAlign treats the imported points, as IMAlign transfer all input point clouds to interpolated
points mapped and meshed on 2D grid. Thus, the input for aligning function is always the so-called 3D
interpolated image. One advantage of IMAlign interpolation method is the ability of adjusting the density
of the point cloud, since the operator defines the interpolation step to use. Another thing is the
possibility of cleaning the point cloud according to specific ranges and views, without the need of loading
the project with unused points.
For aligning using control points, IMAlign assigns labels to the added control points automatically if not
provided and find the correspondence from the geometric positioning. On the other hand, for the cloud
to cloud aligning, and as an initial alignment should be available, IMAlign methods for obtaining this
approximate alignment are more than in Cyclone, and could be considered more suitable for different
data types. As an example, a possibility for manually aligning could save a valuable time and effort on
some types of data. Furthermore, the possibility of applying discrete values as transformation
parameters to scans could be used on certain application, where the approximate rotation and
translation are known. Using of modelled primitives for aligning is also useful, especially if improved to
work together with some feature extraction tool. One important thing about IMAlign registration is that
alignment could be carried out on multiple 3D images in the same time, not like Cyclone, which used a
piecewise method. This reduces more time in IMAlign, as only one 3D image is fixed, and all others are
transformed to it. In this way, the registration error may be averaged on all used 3D images.
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The data used in our tests, can be considered a suitable sample data for registration tests, since it
provides scanned points in different planar levels, the glass façade on the building allowed for some
internal objects to be scanned, this is a case when many noise data are introduced into the scanning
scene. The ranges of the scanned data can be considered medium ranges (3-130) meters. Although the
vertical distribution of control points can be considered clustered in the lower level of the scanned
object (in two meters high from a total height of 7 meters), it shows an accepted distribution
horizontally. This data could be considered a typical construction site sample for registration tasks.
However, for the modelling tests, we observe the limitation of our data for modelling complex and
irregular shapes, the most part of the scanned object is considered planar faces. A complicated surface
that needs special modelling functions (curved surfaces, trees) was not available. Despite that we did not
run any tests for modelling complicated surface, we think the availability of such a kind of scanned
objects should be observed in any future study. However, in general, the data could be considered a
good example of a real scanning project workflow.
The choosing of transferring the data into PTX format, allows the point cloud to be used as it is in both
software, as PTX format is well defined in PolyWorks. For some tasks, some modification in the point
cloud was made by changing the intensity and colours of some selected points in the two scans
manually; this method was used to ensure a precise selecting of these points in tasks that need picking of
corresponding points. However, we observed that this procedure may not lead to the desired accuracy
for the picked points, since we used the transformation parameters computed by the target registration
method to find coordinates of the corresponding point in the other scan, and due to the space sampling
between points, the transformed points may not be sampled in scanned points. We faced this problem,
which forced us to select the closest point to change its intensity and colour. The effect of this problem is
raised more when the points were imported into PolyWorks IMAlign, as IMAlign interpolates all incoming
point clouds to a two-dimensional grid, which leads to a number of points with highlighted intensity
rather than one. This effect should be kept in mind when reviewing IMAlign results for registration
except the target registration test, which carried out using the original point cloud.
For target registration, the overall error of matching points was (0.0033 meter) on both Cyclone and
IMAlign. We considered this value reasonable for our tests, while we observed the distribution of the
control points on the overlapping area was in the lower part of the data, Figure 48. Although this has no
effect in our data, but rigid body transformation requires the points to be well distributed.
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The greatest matching absolute error, as can be viewed in Figure 49, was counted for the control point
(T1) the only spherical target in the control points, with the major deviation occurred in the Y-axis, which
is the vertical axis of our data. Spherical targets considered more accurate when scanned, but as
coordinates has been computed using a Total Station, this could be understood.
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Figure 49: Control point matching absolute error

From the identical results on both Cyclone and IMAlign, one could observe that how the transformation
parameters reflect the positioning of scans to each other as most values were rotation around Y axis, and
translation along the X axis. See Figure 50.
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In add constraint in Cyclone and aligning using N points in IMAlign, the influence of errors from our
intensity changing is observed when compared to results obtained from the target registration, which we
choose as a reference since it is identical on both packages. However, differences between Cyclone and
IMAlign deviations are also occurred as in Figure 51. We believe this occurred due to errors in our
estimation of point locations in IMAlign interpolated points as mentioned earlier, although IMAlign
deviations were less than Cyclone except for the Y and Z rotations.
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Figure 51: Difference between Target and selected point's registration.

Registration using cloud constrains in Cyclone and N points alignment in IMAlign are similar to using
control points, the difference in results can be referred to the difference in location of used points. For
the cloud feature test which uses pre-align provided interactively (cloud wizard in Cyclone and one-point
alignment in IMAlign) the results were closer to target registration than selected point's registration,
which means the registration error was distributed on all points, see Figure 53. Moreover, for the cloud
feature tests by using an approximate registration provided by a target registration, while Cyclone needs
16 iterations to convergence, IMAlign reached the solution in four, where both results are closer to each
other than to the target registration results; with IMAlign has less deviation as in Figure 52.
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We have noted also all results seems to be closer to each other than to target registration results which
we used as a reference here, this is also true for Cyclone add constrains and IMAlign N points methods
as in Figure 53. We refer this to errors in the control points and the cloud method's ability of distribution
error around all used points.
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Figure 53: Difference from Target registration results - All tests

Other methods for aligning in IMAlign, were not used in our data, the automatic alignment especially
seems to be an important step in reducing processing time and may need more studies.
In general, registration methods in both packages relay on the same principles, with the results obtained
shows similar accuracy. However, PolyWorks IMAlign has more options, and as mentioned above,
processing time may be reduced because of ability to register multiple scans to one fixed scan.
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3.2 Modelling, mesh & surface generating

For modelling, methods used are generally surface modelling methods, with a minor introducing of solid
modelling through some parts. As mentioned earlier, the type of data used in this study, cannot be
considered standard data for testing modelling methods, since it does not cover all possible geometric
shapes. However, the following points could be mentioned considering the carried tests.
For creating predefined primitives, both packages offer a number of a certain feature primitives.
Standards tables, which are important part for quality, are used in Cyclone especially for the industrial
parts; these tables could be used for fitting as constraint. PolyWorks IMInspect also uses Geometric
dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) controls, which is an important standard for comparison purposes.
While the creating of these predefined primitives is only achieved in Cyclone by setting their parameters
numerically, PolyWorks IMInspect offers more tools for that. As example, the extraction of parameters
from other features, or the supervised parameters extraction from point cloud for some specific features
as cylinders.
For the fitting of primitive to point clouds part, while both packages use the best fit least square fitting
method, each package use different strategy for selecting the points to which the primitive is fitted on.
This is an important task and always has a direct effect on the fitting results since there always noise or
unwanted points need to be separated. Selecting by drawing a free shape fences around the desired
points in Cyclone is an effective tool, since the user is able accurately to separate unwanted points
interactively, while PolyWorks IMInspect, instead offer a rectangular zone 1. Region grow fitting method
in Cyclone is also effective tool, that can be used to exclude points from other unwanted or noisy data
point, but it fails when the continuity of point cloud is interrupted. On the other hand, PolyWorks
IMInspect offers different methods of fitting. While fit-to-element fit the optimum primitive to the
selected points directly, pick-then-fit uses the picked points as a constraint and initial values for the
optimum solution. The availability of Min and Max fitting types in IMInspect is considered important
factor since they are used especially in industrial and manufacturing application. The rejecting outlier
option, which is used with the best-fit function, is very effective for improving the fitting results by
excluding points above the standard deviation limits. This is very useful when the number of noise points
is not very high, as it was for our testing data for plane fitting. As from the tests of comparing plane
fitting in Cyclone using fit to and in IMInspect fit-to-element best fit, the fitting results were the same for
both packages as they both use the same strategy, best fitting. However, the rejecting outlier option in
IMInspect was able to reduce the noise and excluded it from the fitting procedure. In the Figure 54
below, we can see how the rejecting of outlier option method was able to reduce the overall standard
deviation for the fitted plane, comparing to Cyclone.

1

See appendix (3): InnovMetric Software Inc. review
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Figure 54: Standard deviation for plane fitting comparing

When compared to results obtained from Inora plane+sphere, IMInspect best-fitting with rejecting
outlier results were more close, beside Cyclone region growing method as can be seen in Figure 55 and
Figure 56.
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The results of fitting a plane using the Min and Max methods in IMInspect do not reflect their intended
behaviour, we think if they were used on circular or spherical shapes they could produce much better
results.
In general, the modelling option in IMInspect is more than in Cyclone for both creating and fitting of
primitives features.
For the construction of polygonal mesh, PolyWorks offers more tools for generating and editing than
Cyclone, and its methods seems to be more sophisticated.
In Cyclone, the three types of meshing methods available are 2.5D meshes. TIN meshing is easy to
generate, and produce good results when applied on points that sample a flat or planner surfaces, where
it is a suitable choice for producing surface and terrain models. Other advantage is that TIN meshing
could be applied to any type of input point cloud, since it works on organized and unorganized point
clouds. However, TIN mesh produce distorted face when applied to complex point shapes. Basic and
Complex meshing methods generate meshes by triangulating points on a grid as viewed from the
scanner, therefore produced model will sample the scanned points as viewed from the scanner position.
However, it will be distorted from other view. Complex meshing has the ability to group or cluster the
generated mesh by detecting faces that belong to a specific part of the object. Criterion used is the
intensity or colour values as well as generated faces normal vectors direction according to the scanner.
This will improve the quality of the generated mesh, but will introduce a number of holes and leads to
ignoring and removing features details in parts of the generated model.
As mentioned above, mesh generation in Cyclone is achieved by projecting all input points either onto
axis plane as in TIN meshing, or a plane normal to the scanner(grid) as in Basic and Complex meshing.
The generated mesh will be consisting of a number of distorted faces especially if the scanned object is
complex with a number of different planar levels from the scanner. This will result since adjacent points
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on the two-dimension grid are not necessary close in the three-dimension space. Other drawback is that
Basic and Complex meshing can only be applied on organized (gridded) point cloud data. This limits the
possibility of working with raw point clouds. Basic and Complex meshing are only available to single point
cloud, where multiple scans cannot be used except as a merged cloud.
Mesh editing tools in Cyclone is limited where not many options are available for manipulating and
improving the quality for the user. A hole in the mesh has to be detected and filled manually and
vertices position can be moved only manually.
On the other hand, PolyWorks mesh method is more sophisticated and automated. The IMMerge model
allow for construction of adaptive smoothed mesh in a semi-automated way, where only limited
parameters has to be specified by the user. The optimize function that allow for the constrained
reposition of meth vertices, results in a smooth surfaces that is similar to the input points. This can be
examined in the error map of the generated mesh, which shows a maximum error of 0.002 meter. The
procedure used in the overlapping areas, which introduce a transition mesh between overlapping
regions, preserve also the smoothness and topology of the produced model. Unlike Cyclone, the user can
adjust the sampling of mesh vertices by defining the interpolation step. In this way, mesh will be in the
needed density.
The final output mesh of IMMerge will have less number of points and mesh faces compared to the input
obtained from IMAlign, this will reduce the memory usage needed for post processing, as can be seen in
Figure 57.

Figure 57: IMMerge input and output number of points and triangles

The number of triangles is compared in Figure 58 between Cyclone and PolyWorks IMMerge, where it is
clear the difference in number of the final model triangles.
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Figure 58: Comparing mesh between Cyclone and IMMerge

Other advantage of IMMerge is the possibility of using a cluster of computer processors, although this
option was not used in our data, it could be very useful for processing large point clouds.
In IMInspect, 2.5D polygonal meshes is generated in a way similar to TIN meshing in Cyclone, by
assigning and projecting the points onto a specific axis plane and triangulate the points. In IMInspect, a
method of wrapping a mesh around points is also available. The method works by minimizing distances
between the model and the points by manipulating the mesh vertices positions. These functions were
not examined in our study.
The powerful module IMEdit, for optimizing and editing polygonal meshes, offers a huge number of
functions for modifying and editing polygonal meshes. It also offers tools for smooth surface patches
generation using Nurbs. This module was not used in the study.
In general, test applied for mesh construction methods shows that options and quality of mesh
generated by PolyWorks package are better than Cyclone methods. We can also observe the affectivity
of mesh editing and optimizing tools.
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4 Conclusion and future work
In this study, the main functions used by laser scanning packages were introduced and explained. The
presented theoretical backgrounds show that both packages rely on the similar mathematical principles
for the used functions, while they differ in the way they apply these methods in some functions.
The registration tests showed how the resulting accuracy would be affected by the location used for the
registration, especially the cloud feature methods. As the cloud registration methods tend to average
the registration error around all used points, we think the combination of using control points and cloud
feature methods will assess the overall accuracy of registration. The sequential registration strategy used
by PolyWorks, benefits from this averaging, although our tests used only two scans, we believe this
strategy will improve results for big projects with many scans.
PolyWorks has the function of automatic registration, which was not used and tested here. This method
could be very effective and may need some research on it. In the modelling, the function used by
IMInspect for rejecting outlier is very useful when the amount of noise is small compared with the
number of sample points. This function is powerful especially if equipped with other criteria for the
outlier detection.
The use of segmentation bottom-up approach in the region grow method in Cyclone could be useful,
especially when there is a continuity on the surface. However, it may need to be improved to overcome
the discontinuity and noise problems.
The type of application in which the scanning is used will decide on which software package to use. For
construction projects and application, where shapes of scanned object are simple and regular, Cyclone
usage could be preferred. In such projects, Cyclone could process in a better way for modelling,
benefiting from the region growing algorithm and free fencing tool, which can be used to refine noisy
data. The IMInspect method of feature extraction from other objects can be used in electrical cable
extraction. The method can also be useful in piping models. On the other hand, Cyclone pipe run modes
still provide an easy and flexible tool.
For modelling complicated point clouds that comprise a number of irregular shapes, PolyWorks IMMerge
will be the preferred module, since it is able to model 3D polygonal mesh in a high accuracy. Projects
with free form surface will benefit most when using PolyWorks IMEdit, although it was not examined
well in this study, the possibility of generating and fitting free form curves will assist the modelling
process.
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Appendix (1): Leica PTX format
PTX files are ASCII file format for storing point cloud data. It is mostly used by Leica HDS Cyclone and is
well identified by a number of laser scanning and optical software.
PTX can be opened and viewed/edited through any text file reader (notepad). The general structure of
the stored points is in matrix form [row, column] that stores the point’s coordinates, intensity and
colour.
In PTX files, the storing of points cloud data is done in same way as the points were scanned (scan lines),
so first scanned points where stored first and later points will be later. This allow for the good restoring
of the scanned point clouds as they were acquired. Moreover, it allow for the scanner position storing.
When viewed by a text editor, PTX file of a [i, j] points, will have the following form
1st row which defines the number of columns ( this is number of the vertical scan
1 xxx
lines acquired during the scan)[j]
2nd row which defines the number of points per column (this is the number of
2 xxx
scanned points per every vertical scan line acquired during the scan)[i]
3 xxx
3rd row which defines the offsets applied to x,y,z coordinates if any. Normally[ 0 0 0]
xxx
4th, 5th, 6th rows, which define the transformation matrix. Normally[ 1 0 0
4 xxx
010
xxx
0 0 1]
th
th
th
th
7 , 8 , 9 , 10 rows define the angular transformation matrix.
xxxx
Normally[1 0 0 0
xxxx
0100
5
xxxx
0010
xxxx
0 0 0 1]
Form the 11th row till the (i +10) row, defines the points in the 1st column of [j] with
6 xxxxxxx
their coordinates, intensity and RGB values
[ X Y Z intensity R G B]
# xxxxxxx
The points of 2nd column of [j] and so on till the jth column
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Appendix (2): Modification of point clouds intensity and colour
Modification of data to ensure the precise locations of picked points
Some of the registration functions in Cyclone and PolyWorks require defining of certain points through
point picking operation. As the location of the picked points in the point set has a significant role in the
function results, and to ensure that the picked points has the same locations in the two software
drawing scene; the following procedure was used to modify scan(1) and scan(2):
1- A well-distributed three points were chosen in the scan (2); the points were inside the overlap
area between the two scans.
2- The local coordinates of the selected points were observed. By using the transformation
parameters computed from the targets registration test, the coordinates was transformed to the
system of scan (1). (Both of the software gave the same results of the parameters in the target
registration).
3- A search for the resulting coordinates was performed in the point cloud PTX files.
4- The scanner point sampling distance is more than the coordinate spacing, so the transformed
coordinate of the selected point could not be found in the coordinate text file.
5- The closest point to the transformation result value was chosen in the PTX file, and considered as
the corresponding one. A visual inspect in the point cloud is carried out to ensure the correct
selection.
6- The intensity value of selected points and their corresponding were changed to the maximum
value (intensity range was from 0.38 to 0.63, and the points intensity changed to 0.9989).
Coordinates in scan(2) system(m)

Transformed coordinates to scan(1) system(m)
Chosen corresponding coordinates in scan(1)
(m)

X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z

Point(1)
-8.065
0.002
-22.295
1.260
-0.086
-17.760
1.264
-0.088
-17.744

Point(2)
-3.733
3.569
-21.147
5.136
2.888
-20.752
5.127
2.886
-20.712

Point(3)
0.126
-0.405
-18.933
8.895
-1.568
-22.011
8.899
-1.558
-21.998

Although, this point location is approximate, it have been found it to be more accurate in picking the
selected points, by making the points location easy to select in the two scans.
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Appendix (3): InnovMetric Software Inc. review
As a part of the licence agreement between KTH and InnovMetric Software Inc., InnovMetric will review
and comment on the final report.
InnovMetric respond to the report was:
“Thesis explains accurately the PolyWorks V11 functionalities that were studied”.
Referring to page 66, it also stated, “PolyWorks also offers free hand shape fence selection in all its
modules”.
While reviewing the report, InnovMetric took the liberty to make some minor comments and corrections
(typos, etc…).
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